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ABSTRACT
The availability of low-cost wide-spectrum sensors in digital SLR cameras, LED emitters
of various wavelengths, and the small form factor of solid state electronics makes it
possible to begin to explore the capture of information illuminated by spectrums
outside the visible range. It is proposed that the RIBG image filter, where I is infrared
in the 700nm - 1000nm range, replace the traditional Bayer pattern. This thesis
introduces I-Blending for the creation of traditional 3 channel RGB images from the 4
channel RIBG image. The infrared information is applicable to field capture and
analysis because it: (1) limits visual scene disturbance at time of capture, (2) generates
multiple images from a single captured image and (3) and provides additional infrared
information to exploit. This thesis uses the presence of infrared information in a
positional flash sequence algorithm, a flash/no flash algorithm, and 2-D to 3-D surface
topology algorithm.
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1. Multi-Spectrum Field-Use Image Capture & Analysis
Today, much of the capture and analysis of images for national security, intelligence,
and forensic applications requires specialized equipment and processing in distant labs.
The availability of low-cost wide-spectrum sensors in digital SLR cameras, LED emitters
of various wavelengths, and the small form factor of solid state electronics makes it
possible to begin to explore the field capture of source information illuminated by
spectrums outside the visible range.
This thesis is focused on the consideration of three interrelated questions:
1. What type of image sensor filter could be designed to leverage the infrared
sensitivity of modem digital SLR cameras to capture infrared information?
2. Can the infrared information be exploited by leveraging existing image analysis
algorithms that were originally designed for visible light?
3. Does the presence of multi-spectrum information allow for new algorithms?
To address these questions, this thesis describes the design of a new filter for the image
sensor to capture infrared information, a method for creating images with blended
infrared information, and exploits the infrared information in 3 algorithms: a positional
flash sequence algorithm, a flash/no flash algorithm, and a two dimensional to three
dimensional surface topology algorithm.
At present, due to the multi-spectrum sensitivity of most digital SLR cameras, there is
an infrared filter that blocks the incoming infrared photons to allow for visible light
only photography. After the photons pass the infrared filter they encounter an image
sensor filter that is mated with the actual image sensor. The sensor is divided into cells
in a two dimensional grid. The image sensor filter is also divided into cells that map 1-
to-1 with the underlying sensor cells. This process of cell based spectrum specific image
filtering creates a mosaiced image. The term "mosaiced image" is technical jargon to
describe the collection of different image filter cells [Figure 3] that make a mosaic. A
common image sensor filter that creates a mosaic is the RGBG filter [10] where every
image filter cell passes either red, green, or blue spectrum photons to the underlying
image sensor. The image sensor filter is called a RGBG image filter because for every 4
cells one passes red, two pass green, and one passes blue [Figure 3].
This thesis describes a new image sensor filter. This proposed image sensor filter
replaces half of the green filter cells from the RGBG image filter with an infrared filter
that passes infrared information. The red, green and blue filter cells have an infrared
blocking filter applied such that they pass only the associated color and not infrared
information. This proposed image sensor filter designed in this thesis is presented as
the RIBG image filter [Figure 8], where the letter I represents the pixel in the 4 pixel
square that is an infrared filter that is passing spectrum in the 700nm - 1000nm range.
If this proposed RIBG image filter could be placed in a traditional digital SLR camera
for field based portability.
Absent the ability to fabricate an actual RIBG image filter, the experiments in this thesis
use images that simulate the images that might be created by an actual RIBG image
filter. To create these simulated RIBG images, two photographs are taken of the same
scene: one with an infrared blocking filter lens and another with a visible light blocking
filter lens. All of the red and blue pixels and half of the green pixels from the no-
infrared image are used to represent the red, blue and green in the RIBG image. The
red pixels from the infrared only image are used as the infrared pixels in the RIBG
image.
The raw image created by either a RGBG or RIBG image filter is mosaiced according to
the respective spectrum filter pattern RGBG or RIBG. For use and analysis these raw
images are demosaiced such that each color or spectrum has its own channel of
information. In a traditional RGBG image, this is done by creating a red, green, and
blue channel. This results in 3 channels of information where each channel is equal in
size to the original raw image. This means that pixels will be generated through an
interpolation process in each channel. In the case of the RGBG image this means that 3/4
of the pixels in the red and blue channels and 1/2 of the pixels in the green channel are
created through interpolation. To demosaic a RIBG image the same process is followed
to create 4 channels of information: red, infrared, blue, and green. This result in each
channel being of equal size to the original RIBG image, 3/4 of the pixels in all the
channels are interpolated. The process used in this research for interpolation will be
presented in detail in Chapter 2 - the Simulated RIBG Image.
To make the 4-channel RIBG image useful for viewing and analysis this thesis considers
a method of mapping from a 4-channel RIBG image space to a 3-channel RGB image
space or a single-channel space. To accomplish this mapping, the I-Blending technique
is introduced. The I-Blending technique controls the amount of the I-channel or
infrared information that is used in the blended output image. I-Blending can be used
to create various image types such as: RGB (visible only), IR grayscale (infrared only
and in a single channel), and IR-as-flash (all of the information present visible and
infrared). There are many additional possibilities for image types resulting from varied
amounts of blending of the infrared information into a composite image. The actual
method for blending used in this thesis will be presented in the I-Blending section in
Chapter 2. Although in this work the focus is on infrared information, conceivably, the
same concept of progressive blending could be applied to additional spectral
information.
To leverage the infrared information channel in an existing algorithm that was designed
for visible light, in this thesis experiments were conducted to repeat a portion of the
results from the research of Ramesh Raskar, Kar-han Tan, Rogerio Feris, Jingyi Yu,
Matthew Turk [1] . The algorithm presented in [1] depends on positional flashes to
detect depth discontinuities and find edges. Specifically, the algorithm [1] requires the
use of four positional based flashes (i.e., top, bottom, left, and right). A single image is
taken with each flash on. This creates four images one with each associated flash
position. The shadows in the four images are then used to find the edges. Instead of
conducting the experiments as performed in [1] with visible light flashes, in this thesis
the experiments are conducted with infrared "light" sources that leverage the ability of
the simulated RIBG image filter to capture infrared information. Using infrared "light"
sources instead of visible light sources has the benefit of no visual disturbance in the
environment at time of capture. These experiments are described in detail in Chapter 3
- Positional Flash Sequence Experiments.
To further test the ability of existing image analysis algorithms to use infrared
information instead of visible light and to explore the advantages of multi-spectrum
image capture, this thesis revisits the intrinsic relighting approach presented by Elmar
Eisemann and Fredo Durrand [2]. The algorithm used in [2] requires two images
taken of a static scene. The first image is captured with natural lighting. The second is
captured with a flash. The information from the two images is combined to form a
single image that has the desired intrinsic relighting characteristics. The experiments
conducted in this thesis repeat a portion of the work in [2] with the significant
difference that all of the necessary information can be captured in a single RIBG image.
The process is to take the picture of a scene with an IR "light" source acting as a flash,
then I-blend the RIBG image into one image that is visible-light-only and another that is
visible plus infrared or IR-as-flash. This eliminates the need for registration between
two images because the RIBG image filter and an infrared "light" source allow for a
single captured image to I-Blend into two 3-channel images. This is the subject of
Chapter 4 - Flash/No Flash Experiment. This approach is appropriate for consideration
whenever an algorithm takes two photos from a fixed camera position each with
different lighting or spectrum illumination and processes them to create a single photo.
To consider whether multi-spectrum information allows for the creation of new
algorithms, this thesis considers extracting surface topology or 3-D information from
the pixel intensities in the 2-D images using the native mesh plot capabilities of Matlab
with some optimizations to remove anomalies based on variations in surface
reflectivity. Specifically, the source images consist of faces that have a reflection from
the "light" source in the pupils. Creating a 3-D surface topology in the presence of
these light source reflections will create an erroneous topological feature that will look
like a spike protruding from the pupil. The approach here seeks to eliminate the type of
topological spikes generated in the pupils due to the higher reflectivity of the eyes than
the skin. This can be accomplished via exploiting the differences between the
information available in the infrared channel versus what is available in the visible
channels. One such method of exploitation is to place a light source in the visible
spectrum at a different physical location than the IR "light" source to create different
spike locations in the respective spectrum and to exploit this source positional
knowledge in analysis. This capability is an example of one possible type of multi-
spectrum exploitation and is explored in detail in Chapter 5 - 2-D to 3-D Surface
Topology Explorations.
2. The Simulated RIBG Image
To present the design of the RIBG Image filter and the process for simulating RIBG
images, this chapter first describes the electronic image capture and formation process
in a RGBG image (Bayer Pattern)[10] which consists of the following three fundamental
steps: photon filtering, mosaiced raw sensor image creation, and demosaiced mult-
channel image creation. The process of RIBG image formation is then explained within
the context of the same three fundamental steps. Because the RIBG image is a 4-channel
image, I-Blending is presented to describe how to create 3-channel images for viewing
or analysis. Finally, lacking the ability to fabricate the actual RIBG Image filter but
needing to use simulated RIBG images for this thesis, the methods used for simulating a
RIBG Image are described.
The RGBG Image Formation
The RGBG image formation process begins when photons are presented to the camera
during image capture. At present, due to the multi-spectrum sensitivity of most digital
SLR cameras there is an infrared filter that blocks the incoming infrared photons to
allow for visible light only photography. The infrared blocking filter is represented by
the white rectangle in Figure 1. The non-infrared photons are then passed to the image
filter for photon filtering. The image filter contains a collection of cells or pixels that
filter a particular wavelength or color. To create a RGBG image, the only filter cells that
are needed are red, green, and blue. Figure 1 shows a red filter cell, a green filter cell,
and a blue filter cell each passing only the associated spectrum to the underlying sensor
cell represented by the gray square which receives the single arrow.
l i I I lilii
Figure 1 - RGBG Photon Filtering.
This was redrawn from [10]
The total energy passed by the filter cell during the duration of the image capture is
received at the mated image sensor cell. This analog value is converted through analog
to digital conversion into a digital value. This digital value constitutes the photon
intensity at that cell for the particular image capture duration.
Figure 2 - Sensor is divided into 2-D cell Grid [10]
The physical sensor is divided into cells in a 2-D grid as represented visually in Figure
2. The image filter is also divided into cells that map 1-to-1 with the underlying sensor
cells. The image filter is a mosaic where each cell in the mosaic is one to one with a
corresponding cell in the underlying sensor cells. The image filter is a RGBG image
filter because for every 4 cell square of pixels one passes red, two pass green, and one
passes blue. The given filter then filters out all wavelengths that do not meet the filter
criteria. The types of filter cells (red, green, and blue) and their spatial placement above
the 2-D sensor define the particular image filter. The RGBG image filter mosaic is
represented in Figure 3.
Figure 3 - The RGBG Image Filter Mosaic [10]
The raw information for an entire image is contained in the collection of the intensities
of each pixel and their spatial placement in the sensor grid. The storage of the digital
values from the 2-D sensor grid into a 2-D matrix of digital values creates the mosaiced
raw sensor image, where the position in the matrix corresponds to the position in the
sensor grid and the value in the matrix cell to the intensity in the corresponding sensor
cell.
For viewing and analysis, in practice the mosaiced raw sensor image is demosaiced
such that each color or spectrum has its own channel of information. The technical term
demosaiced actually means to remove the mosaic pattern and generate a channel for
each spectrum filter. In a traditional RGBG image, this is done by creating a red, green,
and blue channel, as shown in Figure 4. The demosaicing process results in 3 channels
of information where each channel is equal in size to the original raw image. The
mosaiced raw sensor image is stored in a single 2-D matrix. To demosaic the single 2-D
matrix, first create thee 2-D matrices, one for each color, of the same size as the original
single 2-D matrix. The next step in the demosaicing process is to copy the values from
the original 2-D matrix to the corresponding cells in the channel specific 2-D matrices
[Figure 5]. Finally, in the RGBG image case; there are only 1/ of the red, 4 of the blue,
and 1/2 the green cells needed to fill the channel specific 2-D matrices. The process of
filling in the other pixels as shown in Figure 6 is called interpolation. The algorithms
for doing this in the RGBG case vary. The essential scheme is to use the available
information to extrapolate the other values based on linear averages or other
approximations. This interpolation of RGBG images was not a necessary component of
this thesis and is not reviewed in detail. However, because the design for the RIBG
image filter is unique to this thesis, it was essential to create a process for demosaicing
and interpolation of an RIBG image. This process for RIBG image interpolation and
demosaicing is described in the RIBG Image Formation section of this chapter.
Both the demosaicing of the RGBG images and simulated RIBG images end the process
of demosaicing with 3 or 4 channels of information stored in a Matlab matrix. This
method of an image being represented by a matrix where the first two dimensions are
the row and column of the pixel location and the third dimension of the matrix specifies
what channel is the standard way for representing an image in Matlab. The output of
an I-Blending execution will produce 1 (grayscale) or 3 (RGB) channels of information
and can be directly displayed with a Matlab call to imshow. If, instead, it is desirable to
have actual JPEG images then a call to imwrite will write out a jpg file for use by other
programs or for visualization.
Figure 4 - RGBG Demosaic Step 1 - Create a 2-D Matrix for Each Channel
I
L
Figure 5 - RGBG Demosaic Step 2 - Copy Existing Pixels
U U
Figure 6 - RGBG Demosaic Step 3 - Interpolate
U
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The RIBG Image Formation
The RIBG image formation process parallels the RGBG image formation process. The
key differences are the infrared photons are passed to the image filter, the image filter
consists of an additional filter cell for infrared, the red, blue, and green filter cells also
filter out infrared, a different image filter mosaic exists due to the new infrared filter
cells, and 4 channels of information are created when demosaicing. As with the RGBG
image formation process the process begins when photons are presented to the camera
during image capture. The image filter contains a collection of cells or pixels that filter a
particular wavelength or color. To create a RIBG image, the only filter cells that are
needed are red, infrared, blue and green. Figure 7 shows a red filter pixel, an infrared
filter pixel, a blue filter pixel, and a green filter pixel each passing only the associated
spectrum to the underlying sensor cell represented by the gray square which receives
the single arrow. I I I [ II I I iI I I
Figure 7 - RIBG Photon Filtering
This was redrawn from [10]
As in the RGBG case, the total energy passed by the filter pixel during the duration of
the image capture is received at the mated image sensor cell. This analog value is
converted through analog to digital conversion into a digital value. This digital value
constitutes the photon intensity at that pixel or cell for the particular image capture
duration.
The RIBG image filter is mated to the physical sensor which is divided into cells or
pixels in a 2-D grid. The image filter is also divided into cells that map 1-to-1 with the
[ftI I
underlying sensor cells. The image filter is a mosaic where each cell in the mosaic is one
to one with a corresponding pixel in the underlying sensor cells. The image filter is a
RIBG image filter because for every 4 cell square of pixels one passes red, one pass
infrared, one passes blue and one passes green. The infrared filter passes infrared in the
700nm - 1000nm range. The given filter then filters out all wavelengths that do not meet
the filter criteria. The types of filter cells (red, infrared, blue and green) and their spatial
placement above the 2-D sensor define the particular image filter. The RIBG image
filter mosaic is represented in Figure 8.
Figure 8 - The RIBG Image Filter Mosaic
This was redrawn from [10]
Again, the raw information for an entire image is contained in the collection of the
intensities of each pixel and their spatial placement in the sensor grid. The storage of
the digital values from the 2-D sensor grid into a 2-D matrix of digital values creates the
mosaiced raw sensor image, where the position in the matrix corresponds to the
position in the sensor grid and the value in the matrix cell to the intensity in the
corresponding sensor cell.
To demosaic a RIBG image the same general process as the RGBG image is followed
with the notable differences of a different mosaic pattern and an additional channel of
information. In the first step [Figure 9], a 2-D matrix is created for each channel of
information: red, infrared, blue, and green. Then in step 2 [Figure 10] the process copies
the values from the original 2-D matrix to the corresponding cells in the channel specific
2-D matrices. Finally, in the RIBG image case; there are only 1/4 of the red, 1/4 of the
infrared, 1/4 of the blue, and 1/4 of the green cells needed to fill the channel specific 2-D
matrices. The process of filling in the other pixels is called interpolation [Figure 11].
Figure 9 - RIBG Demosaic Step 1 - Create a 2-D Matrix for Each Channel
Figure 10 - RIBG Demosaic Step 2 - Copy Existing Pixels
Figure 11 - RIBG Demosaic Step 3 - Interpolate
1IIU
The specific algorithm for interpolation in the RIBG case uses the Matlab interp2
function which is a 2-D interpolation. The entire code for interpolation is in Appendix
B. For illustration, the interpolation for one channel is included in Figure 12 here with
explanation.
%Interpolate I
LINE 1 SPGM I = SPGM(2:2:end,1:2:end -1);
LINE 2 SPGM_I = interp2 (SPGM_I);
%Deal with Edge cases
%create first row from second
LINE 3 SPGM I = cat(l, SPGMI(1,:), SPGM I );
%create last column from second to last
LINE 4 SPGMI = cat(2, ,SPGM I, SPGM I(:,end));
Figure 12 - RIBG Interpolate Code Excerpt
In Line 1, the infrared pixels are selected from the SPGM file (format is discussed in the
RIBG Image File Format section of this chapter) which is the simulated 2-D matrix of a
mosaiced raw sensor image from a RIBG image filter. These infrared pixels are selected
into a new matrix SPGMI. The SPGMI matrix has no empty values just the actual
values from the SPGM matrix that correspond to the infrared pixels. In Line 2, the
Matlab function interp2 is called. This call to interp2 expands the matrix by doing a 2-D
interpolation. This interpolation results in a 2-D matrix that is the same size as the
original 2-D SPGM matrix with the exception that it is one row and one column short.
The interpolation for the missing edge row and column and created in Line 3 and Line
4. The interpolation is now complete. This is repeated for each channel.
Both the demosaicing of the RGBG images and simulated RIBG images end the process
of demosaicing with 3 or 4 channels of information stored in a Matlab matrix. This
method of an image being represented by a matrix where the first two dimensions are
the row and column of the pixel position and the third dimension of the matrix specifies
what channel is the standard way for representing an image in Matlab
I-Blending
To make the 4-channel RIBG image useful for viewing and analysis it is often necessary
to have a method to map to a 3-channel RGB image space or a single channel space. To
accomplish this mapping I-Blending is used. The method of I-Blending used in this
thesis is shown in Figure 13 and described below. I-Blending creates various image
types such as: RGB or visible only, IR grayscale, and IR-as-flash. There are many
additional possibilities for image types resulting from varied amounts of blending of
the infrared information into a composite image. Although in this work the focus is on
infrared information, conceivably, the same concept of progressive blending could be
applied to additional spectral information.
Figure 13 - IBlend Code
The actual method for blending used in this thesis is presented in Figure 13 and
explained here. The parameters to the IBlend function are the actual RIBG matrix
LINE 0 function I = IBlend(RIBG, IBType,IPercent)
LINE 1 switch IBType
%Visual Only
LINE 2 case 0
LINE 3 I = cat(3, RIBG(:,:,1), RIBG(:,:,4), RIBG(:,:,3));
%R Grayscale
LINE 4 case 1
LINE 5 I = RIBG(:,:,1);
%I Grayscale
LINE 6 case 2
LINE 7 I = RIBG(:,:,1);
%B Grayscale
LINE 8 case 3
LINE 9 I = RIBG(:,:,1);
%G Grayscale
LINE 10 case 4
LINE 11 I = RIBG(:,:,1);
%I Blend by Ipercent
LINE 12 case 5
LINE 13 [r c d] = size(RIBG);
LINE 14 for i = 1:r
LINE 15 for j = 1lc
LINE 16 RIBG(i,j,1) = RIBG(i,j,1) + (RIBG(i,j,2)*IPercent/100);
LINE 17 RIBG(i,j,3) = RIBG(i,j,3) + (RIBG(i,j,2)*IPercent/100);
LINE 18 RIBG(i,j,4) = RIBG(i,j,4) + (RIBG(i,j,2)*IPercent/100);
LINE 19 end
LINE 20 end
LINE 21 I = cat(3, RIBG(:,:,1), RIBG(:,:,4), RIBG(:,:,3));
LINE 22 end
which contains 4 2-D matrices, the I-Blend type, and the percentage of infrared to blend
into the composite matrix or image. The first five case statements (lines: 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10) deal with specific named types that do not actually blend in infrared. In case 0 (lines
2 and 3), the visual only case, the red, green, and blue pixels from the SPGM matrix are
copied directly into a new 3 channel matrix. This visual only case creates a matrix that
represents the visible image of the scene from the captured RIBG image represented in
the input SPGM matrix. Cases 1, 2, 3, 4 (lines 4, 6, 8, and 10) each map one of the
channels (red, infrared, blue, and green respectively) from the SPGM matrix to map to a
single channel matrix. This process of producing single channel matrices is useful for
"grayscale" or single channel analysis and visualization.
Case 5 (line 12) in Figure 13 contains the actual code for blending in infrared
information. For each of the pixels in the red, green and blue channels a percentage of
the infrared information for the corresponding pixel in the infrared channel is added.
The percentage of infrared to add is specified by the IPercent input parameter. For a
single pixel this I-Blending function can be expressed by Equation 1 where Po is the
original pixel value, Pb is the blended out pixel value, and i and j are the pixel location
in the specified 2-D matrix. C is the channel that is receiving the infrared information.
In a SPGM matrix the valid values for C are 1 (the red channel), 3 (the blue channel) and
4 (the green channel). I is the infrared channel which is the source for the associated
infrared information. In a SPGM matrix, I = 2. Hence for each pixel in the given C the
corresponding pixel in I is found and a percentage, specified by Ipercent, of the I pixel
value is added to the C channel pixel.
. ..+ * IPercent
1 100
Equation 1 - I-Blending Pixel Value Equation
Many other possibilities exist for formulas for I-Blending. In this thesis Equation 1 was
selected to emulate how the image sensor would receive infrared information if the
infrared photons appeared with the visible photons unfiltered at the image sensor.
Specifically, the 100 percent blending case was meant to represent the infrared
functioning as a flash that was visible in all channels. The physics of this would be that
the photons from the visible and infrared spectrums would merely sum together as
total energy received. The case of 100 IPercent has proved interesting in the algorithms
discussed in this thesis and is referred to as the IR-as-flash image. In this image we
blend 100 percent of the infrared information across all three channels. This produces
the effect of the infrared appearing as a flash in the fully colorized image. This is the
equivalent to creating the normal RGB image then supplementing each of the channels
with the entire infrared intensity of the associated pixel as if the infrared had been a
visible flash.
The output of an I-Blending execution will produce 1 or 3 channels of information and
can be directly displayed with a Matlab call to imshow. If, instead, it is desirable to have
actual JPEG images then a call to imwrite will write out a .jpg files or other standard
image file types for use by other programs for visualization. To summarize how the
image is actually created the output of the demosaicing process in Matlab is an image of
1 or 3 channels stored in standard Matlab matrix form for images. To use the image
output in other programs the imwrite function will write out the matrix to most
standard image formats.
RIBG Image Simulation Method
To avoid the expense of fabricating an actual RIBG image filter, the experiments in this
thesis use images that simulate the images that would be created by an actual RIBG
image filter. To create these simulated RIBG images, two photographs are taken of the
same scene: one with an infrared blocking filter lens and another with a visible light
blocking filter lens. All of the red and blue pixels and half of the green pixels from the
no-infrared image are used to represent the red, blue and green in the RIBG image. The
red pixels from the infrared only image are used as the infrared pixels in the RIBG
image. The red pixels are used because the existing red pixel filter is closer to the
infrared spectrum and hence has a better signal-to-noise ratio. This process is illustrated
in Figure 14.
Even though the red pixels have a better signal-to-noise ration, there is an inherent error
condition in using the red pixels for the infrared pixels due to the shift of physical
position (see Figure 14 Step 2). This error is unnoticed in the experiments of this thesis.
This is because the current two-image process of simulating a RIBG image (see Figure
14) has an error margin greater than a single pixel. This error would be eliminated in
the single image method with an actual RIBG image filter because the infrared image
filter would be spatially located correctly and no shift would be required.
Theoretical output of a camera with a RIBG Image Filter
To Simulate the output of a camera with a RIBG Image Filter two photos of
a fixed scene are taken. Elements from each photo are then combined to
produce the RIBG simulated output.
Photo 1 is taken with an infrared blocking filter.
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Photo 2 is taken with a visible light blocking filter.
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Figure 14 - RIBG Image Simulation Process
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To implement the process described in Figure 14, the camera must either have the
internal "hot mirror" (infrared blocking) filter removed, or it must not have one. This
allows the control of the infrared and visible blocking filters to be done externally at the
time of image capture. In this thesis, the Fuji S3 IRUV (see Appendix C), which has no
internal hot mirror filter or infrared blocking filter, was used. A picture of which is in
Figure 15.
Figure 15 - Fuji S3 IRUV
For the experiments in this thesis, the first exposure is taken with the Fuji camera with a
Tiffen Hot Mirror filter (see Appendix C), on the lens to block infrared photons. This
provides the image which is referenced as photo 1 in Figure 14. Then for exposure 2,
the Tiffen Hot Mirror filter is removed and a B+W 93 infrared filter (see Appendix C),
that passes infrared and blocks visible light is placed on the Fuji camera. To "light" the
scene in the infrared spectrum an infrared source is used. Exposure 2 provides the
information for photo 2 in the process referenced in Figure 14. For this thesis the
infrared source was constructed from 3 Ramsey Electronics IR kits[r] as shown in Figure
16. The equipment specifications are provided in detail in Appendix C - Experiment
Equipment Specifications.
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Figure 16 - Infrared "light" source
To limit the movement of the camera between image captures, the original concept was
to control the camera with a PIC Microcontroller (see Apendix D - PIC Microcontroller
Camera Control). After extensive reverse engineering of the camera control protocol to
enable control of the camera, two issues made use of the PIC as a camera controller
impractical. First, when driving the camera over USB, the camera goes into PC mode
which requires that each image is transferred to the controlling device instead of stored
locally on the camera storage card. Second, the RIBG simulation method required
switching filters between photos which had a greater potential for disturbing the
physical location of the camera than pressing the shutter. As a result, the method
deployed for the experiments in this thesis utilized a tripod and a steady hand.
Extensive work went into being able to drive the camera so the code and logic is
included in Appendix D. It appears that it would also be possible to extend this control
interface to an infrared based method of control. However, for these experiments we
did not want the IR control of the camera to in anyway interfere with the capture of the
infrared information, so that method was not pursued. It would be advantageous to
extend the USB driven control of this camera in future models to allow for local capture
to storage card when controlling via USB for bulk download after a capture sequence.
RIBG Image File Formats
To allow for the access to the raw sensor information captured by the Fuji camera, the
preferred capture mode for this thesis is raw. Digital SLR cameras that allow for raw
capture have a variety of proprietary formats. To make this work generally accessible
we convert the raw files from the Fuji camera .RAF files to the open non-proprietary
.PGM file format [12] with Dave Coffin's dcraw [14]. Specifically, the conversion to
pgm occurs through a call to dcraw with the following command line: dcraw -4 -d -r 2
1 2 1 to produce a 16-bit linear gamma image. This PGM file is not demosaiced and
gives us access to the original image sensor values.
The pgm file from the visible-light-only photo (photo 1 in Figure 14) is labeled
.PGMRGB. Correspondingly, the pgm file from the infrared only photo (photo 2 in
Figure 14) is labeled .PGMIR.
The next step is to create a single SPGM file which simulates what would be the effect of
capturing an image with a RIBG image filter and then creating a PGM file. Since two
images are captured in the simulation method, a procedure is required to combine the 2
PGM files into one new SPGM file (S for simulated). To do this we need to follow the
process described graphically in Figure 14.
In Matlab the ability to swap the red pixel from the infrared image (photo 2 in Figure
14) into the lower left green pixel from the visible image (photo 1 in Figure 14) is simple.
The code is contained in Figure 17.
function z = MakeSPGM(PGMIR, PGMRGB)
LINE 1 SPGM = PGMRGB;
LINE 2 [r c] = size(SPGM);
LINE 3 for i = 2:2:r
LINE 4 for j:2:2:c-1
LINE 5 SPGM(i,j) = PGMIR(r,j+1);
LINE 6 end
LINE 7 end
LINE 8 z = SPGM;
Figure 17 - MakeSPGM Matlab Code
The next step is to demosaic the SPGM file into a matrix that has four 2-D matrices, one
for each channel. This is done according to the process described in Figures 9, 10, and
Figure 11. This creates a three dimensional matrix where the first dimension is the row
position, the second dimension is the column position and the third dimension is the
channel. The row and column dimension equal that of the original SPGM file. The
channels are stored in the matrix corresponding to the RIBG acronym. Hence, channel
1 is the red channel, channel 2 the infrared channel, channel 3 the blue channel and
channel 4 the green channel. This Matlab matrix can be written out as a data file. For
convenience, the filename postfix used in these experiments is filename_RIBG.mat.
The simulated pgm file, the demosaiced RIBG 3-D matrices data files, and the
associated Matlab generation and conversion code provide a solid foundation to
evaluate the value of infrared information as an aid for image analysis algorithms.
3. Positional Flash Sequence Experiments
The goal for the positional flash sequence experiments was to see if infrared
information in simulated RIBG images could be exploited by an existing image analysis
algorithm that was originally designed for visible light.
The Non-Photorealistic Algorithm
An algorithm that is able to detect edges and render non-photorealistic images is
presented by Ramesh Raskar, Kar-han Tan, Rogerio Feris, Jingyi Yu, Matthew Turk [1].
It requires the use of four positional based flashes (i.e., top, bottom, left, and right). A
single image is taken with each flash on. This creates four images one with each
associated flash position. The shadows in the four images are then used to find the
edges. From the abstract of the paper [1]:
"We present a non-photorealistic rendering approach to capture and
convey shape features of real-world scenes. We use a camera with
multiple flashes that are strategically positioned to cast shadows along
depth discontinuities in the scene. The projective-geometric relationship of
the camera-flash setup is then exploited to detect depth discontinuities
and distinguish them from intensity edges due to material
discontinuities."
A description of how this works:
"The multi-flash camera uses four strategically placed flashes that cast
shadows along the depth discontinuities of a scene. The flashbulbs
illuminate the scene during image capture creating thin slivers of shadow
along the depth discontinuities. The position of the shadows is of course
determined by the position of the camera and flashbulb: when the
flashbulb is on the right, the shadows are created on the left, and so on. ...
The shadows of an image are detected by first computing a shadow-free
image, which is approximated with the MAX composite image. The MAX
composite image is assembled by choosing from each pixel the maximum
intensity value from the image set. Then the shadow free image is
compared with the individual shadowed images identifying the shadow
regions. The correspondence between the position of light and shadow
region boundaries produce the depth edges. "[3]
The MERL Matlab code to implement this algorithm is contained in full in Appendix D,
but for detailed understanding the relevant sections are included inline here beginning
with Figure 18
Figure 18 - MERL Algorithm Intro
In line 1, the original MERL code loads the four positional images into memory. Lines
2-5 use the Matlab function mean to average the pixel intensity in the channel
dimension. Specifically, the red, blue, and green channels are stored in dimension 3.
This produces a grayscale image by averaging the red, green and blue channel
intensities for a given pixel. The second half of lines 2-5 calculates the average
intensities for each of the new grayscale images for a normalization factor. To
normalize, in line 6, the average of all the grayscale images is calculated. This all_mean
average is used as a normalizing factor in lines 7-10 such that all grayscale images have
their image intensities normalized.
With the images loaded and normalized, the algorithm can proceed with the depth
edge detection as shown in the code in Figure 19. Line 11 is used to calculate the
%MERL Main function
LINE 1 imgl = imread('up.jpg');img2 = imread( 'right.jpg' );img3 = imread(
'down.jpg' );img4 = imread( 'left.jpg' );
% make gray scale images
LINE 2 gimgl = mean( imgl, 3 ); meanl = mean(gimgl(:));
LINE 3 gimg2 = mean( img2, 3 ); mean2 = mean(gimg2 (:));
LINE 4 gimg3 = mean( img3, 3 ); mean3 = mean(gimg3(:));
LINE 5 gimg4 = mean( img4, 3 ); mean4 = mean(gimg4(:));
LINE 6 all mean = mean( [meanl; mean2; mean3; mean4] );
% normalize intensities
LINE 7 gimgl = gimgl *all mean/meanl;
LINE 8 gimg2 = gimg2 *allmean/mean2;
LINE 9 gimg3 = gimg3 *allmean/mean3;
LINE 10 gimg4 = gimg4 *allmean/mean4;
maximum intensity image. To detect edges, ratio images are calculated to capture the
ratio of a grayscale pixel intensities to the maximum intensity value for that pixel from
all the grayscale images. These ratios images are then used as the image over which the
sobel [16] [Equation 2] edge detection algorithm will be run via the fspecial and imfilter
Matlab functions (line 17-22). To look for horizontal edges the transpose of the sobel
function is used via the call in line 18. Hence, in line 19 and 20, the algorithm is finding
horizontal edges and in line 21 and 22 vertical edges.
======== Start of Depth Edge Detection Algorithm
% max color and gray images
LINE 11 maxrgbimg= max( max(imgl, img2), max(img3, img4) );
LINE 12 maximg = max( max( gimgl, gimg2 ), max( gimg3, gimg4 ) );
% compute ratio images
LINE 13 rl = (gimgl+5) ./ (maximg+5);
LINE 14 r2 = (gimg2+5) ./ (maximg+5);
LINE 15 r3 = (gimg3+5) ./ (maximg+5);
LINE 16 r4 = (gimg4+5) ./ (maximg+5);
% compute confidence map
LINE 17 v = fspecial( 'sobel' );
LINE 18 h = v';
LINE 19 d2 = imfilter( r2, h );
LINE 20 d4 = imfilter( r4, h );
LINE 21 dl = imfilter( rl, v );
LINE 22 d3 = imfilter( r3, v );
LINE 23 silhouettel = dl .* (dl>0);
LINE 25 silhouette2 = abs( d2 .* (d2<0) );
LINE 27 silhouette3 = abs( d3 .* (d3<0) );
LINE 28 silhouette4 = d4 .* (d4>0);
LINE 29 confidence = max(max(silhouettel, silhouette2), max(silhouette3,
silhouette4));
LINE 30 imwrite( confidence, 'confidence.bmp');
========== End of Depth Edge Detection Algorithm
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Figure 19 - MERL Algorithm Depth Edge Detection
In lines 23 and 28 positive edge transitions are selected and in lines 24 and 27 negative
edge transitions are selected. In line 29, the maximum of all these edges are selected to
make the confidence image which is the non-photo realistic results image. It is the case
that the core of the edge detection comes from the Sobel operator but the physical setup
of capturing four images, finding the edges in each image, then selecting the edges from
all images is the essence of the MERL algorithm.
The Sobel operator [Equation 2] that is used is a 3 by 3 matrix that the matlab function
imfilter convolves with the various images to detect edges. The G. matrix is used to
detect vertical edges and the Gy matrix is used to detect horizontal edges.
+1 0 -1 +1 +2 +1
GZ= +2 0 -2 *A and G 0 0 0 A
+1 0 -1 -2
Equation 2 - The Sobel Operator [16]
The Experiments
Specifically, these experiments used the simulated RIBG image to recreate the multi-
flash non-photorealistic rendering experiment presented in the above research [1], but
within the infrared domain. Operating in the IR domain allows a photographer to take
the multiple pictures required by the algorithm but with invisible "flashes". The
invisible "flashes" have the benefit of not disturbing the environment at time of capture.
Two experiments were conducted. The first was meant to approximate the non-
photorealistic algorithm with simply replacing the visible flash with the I-blended RIBG
created image of type: IR-as-flash. (IPercent = 100 see I-Blending section of Chapter 2)
This of course means that all channels of the RIBG image are projected into the 3
channel RGB space. The effect is the 3 channel RGB image will appear as though a
positional visible flash has been used. It is true that the IR flash has different
characteristics than a visible flash (i.e. hot spots of IR reflectivity that occur in different
locations than a visible flash), but the goal of this experiment is to see if the non-
photorealistic algorithm can still function adequately with an IR flash. This first
experiment is referred to as the positional IR flash experiment. The advantage of this
over the traditional visible light based algorithm is the multiple flashes will not in
anyway disturb the visible environment. The positional IR flashes will not be
detectable in the visible spectrum.
The second experiment is the positional IR flash in grayscale experiment. In this second
experiment, the only information that is used comes from the infrared channel from the
simulated RIBG image. The goal of this experiment is to see if the algorithm can
function with information exclusively from the infrared domain as inputs. This
experiment uses the I-blended simulated RIBG image of type: IR grayscale (or Case 2 in
Figure 13).
For both the positional IR flash experiment and the positional IR in grayscale
experiment, the process begins with the capture of a RIBG image from each of 4 flash
locations (top, bottom, right, and left). After capturing the four positional images they
are passed to the Matlab implementation (Appendix D) of the non-photorealistic
algorithm written by MERL [1] as the input parameters or source images. The
execution of the Matlab code produces two images of interest: maximum intensity and
non-photorealistic results. Specifically, the maximum intensity image is created by
taking the maximum value for each pixel out of the four images taken. The exact
placement of the "light" sources both in distance and angle from the target scene are not
significant, it only matters that the target is well lit. The maximum intensity image is
useful for visual inspection of the adequacy of the scene lighting to ensure the necessary
depth discontinuities are present. Finally, the non-photorealistic image represents the
results of the execution of the algorithm to represent the "non-photorealistic" rendering
of the scene as explained in the Non-Photorealistic Algorithm section of this chapter.
This non-photorealistic image is presented for visual inspection of the success of the
algorithm with the specific input image set.
Positional IR-as-Flash Experiment
Figure 20 - Positional IR-as-Flash Experiment Images (Top, Bottom, Right, Left)
Taken with Fuji IRUV (Appendix B) camera (focal length 70.0mm,
exposure time .250s (1/4), aperture f/32.0, and ISO 400)
The positional IR-as-flash experiment begins with the four photos as required by the
non-photorealistic algorithm [1]. The pictures are shown in Figure 20. Image A in
Figure 20 was taken with the IR flash placed above the scene. Image B in Figure 20 was
taken with the IR flash located below the scene. Image C in Figure 20 was taken with
the IR flash located to the right of the scene. Finally, Image D in Figure 20 was taken
with the IR flash located to the left of the scene. As mentioned in the non-photorealistic
algorithm [1], the exact placement of the sources both in distance and angle from the
source are not significant, it only matters that the source is well lit. This can best be
determined by inspection of the maximum intensity image shown in Figure 21.
Figure 21 - Positional IR-as-Flash Maximum Intensity Image
(Generated Image through MERL Matlab Code Appendix D)
Given the four positional images of Figure 20 and the algorithm as explained in the
non-photorealistic algorithm section of this chapter implemented in the Matlab code in
Appendix D, the results of the algorithm are displayed in Figure 22.
Figure 22 - Positional IR-as-Flash Non-Photorealistic Results
(Generated Image through MERL Matlab Code Appendix D)
The results from the IR-as-flash experiment show that from the perspective of the
MERL algorithm [1] the IR-as-flash functioned as an actual flash. Of course, the IR-as-
flash was not visible to occupants in the room at the time these images were captured
because it is out of the visible spectrum. This result is as expected because the essential
elements of depth discontinuities exist with a IR source or a visible source. In either
case the non-photorealistic algorithm is able to successfully exploit these discontinuities
for rendering non-photo realistic images.
Positional IR Flash in Grayscale Experiment
Figure 23 - Positional IR Flash in Grayscale Photos (Top, Bottom, Right, Left)
Taken with Fuji IRUV (Appendix B) camera (focal length 70.0mm, exposure
time .250s (1/4), aperture f/32.0, and ISO 400)
The positional IR flash in grayscale experiment begins with the four photos required by
the non-photorealistic algorithm [1]. The pictures are shown in Figure 23. Image A in
Figure 23 was taken with the IR flash placed above the scene. Image B in Figure 23 was
taken with the IR flash located below the scene. Image C in Figure 23 was taken with
the IR flash located to the right of the scene. Finally, Image D in Figure 23 was taken
with the IR flash located to the left of the scene. As mentioned in the non-photorealistic
algorithm, the exact placement of the sources both in distance and angle from the
source are not significant, it only matters that the source is well lit. This can best be
determined by inspection of the maximum intensity image shown in Figure 24.
Figure 24 - Positional IR Flash in Grayscale Maximum Intensity Image(Generated Image through MERL Matlab Code Appendix D)
Given the four positional images of Figure 23 and the algorithm as explained in the
non-photorealistic algorithm section of this chapter implemented in the Matlab code in
Appendix D, the results of the algorithm are displayed in Figure 25.
Figure 25 - Positional IR Flash in Grayscale Non-Photorealistic Results
(Generated Image through MERL Matlab Code Appendix D)
The results from the IR Grayscale experiment show that from the perspective of the
non-photorealistic algorithm the IR Grayscale functioned as an actual flash. Unlike the
IR-as-flash experiment, the IR grayscale experiment only used the infrared channel of
the simulated RIBG image. Again this result is as expected because the essential
elements of depth discontinuities exist within the IR domain. The visible channel
information is non essential information for the non-photorealistic algorithm in the
presence of infrared "light" sources that "light" the scene.
Positional Flash Experiment Findings
The non-photorealistic algorithm presented in [1] depends on positional flashes to
detect depth discontinuities and find edges. Instead of conducting the experiments as
performed in [1] with visible light flashes, the experiments conducted in this thesis were
with infrared "light" sources. The results from both the positional IR flash experiment
and the positional IR flash in grayscale experiment show that from the perspective of
the non-photorealistic algorithm infrared produces the necessary depth discontinuities.
In addition, using infrared "light" sources instead of visible light sources has the benefit
of no visual disturbance in the environment at time of capture. In specific this could be
beneficial in field based image capture situations where the scene disturbance of a
visible flash is not acceptable.
These experiments show that the infrared information of a simulated RIBG image can
be leveraged by an algorithm [1] that was not designed for infrared but rather for
positional visible flash sequences. These results suggest future consideration should be
given to experiments with other positional based flash algorithms.
4. Flash/No Flash Experiment
The goal for this experiment in the thesis was to leverage the simulated RIBG image and
I-Blending to create multiple useful images from a single photo. One type of algorithm
that depends on multiple photos of a relatively static image is flash/no flash
algorithms. In flash/no flash algorithms, two photographs are taken one with a flash
and one with out, as the name flash/no flash would imply. The challenge with
flash/no flash techniques is they require two consecutive images of a scene that is
relatively fixed. The use of a single simulated RIBG image that would simulate the
capture of an infrared flash and the non-flash image (the visible channels only)
simultaneously would allow flash/no flash algorithms to be used in practice on
dynamic scenes in real world settings. Without an image filter that captures both
infrared and visible spectrum simultaneously flash/no flash algorithms require taking
one picture with a flash and one with out, and registering the two images to account for
camera and subject movement. The approach in this experiment is to take a single
photo with the IR source on to generate a simulated RIBG image. After capturing the
simulated RIBG image we create 2 images through I-Blending: visible-light-only and
IR-as-flash
The Intrinsic Relighting Algorithm
In specific, we sought to repeat the basic bilateral filter portion with the straight
forward recombination, not dealing with the shadow effect, approach presented by
Elmar Eisemann and Fr6do Durand [2]. The algorithm [2] takes two pictures one with
a visible flash [Figure 27] and one without [Figure 26]. Then each image is decomposed
into components of intensity, color, detail change, and large scale change. The
decomposed parts are then recombined to create the resultant image [Figure 28].
Figure 26 - Intrinsic Relighting - No-Flash Image [2]
Figure 27 - Intrinsic Relighting - Flash Image [2]
Figure 28 - Intrinsic Relighting Results Image
The overall approach for the algorithm [2] is visually presented in Figure 29. The first
step depicted in Figure 29 is to decompose the image into its color and intensity
components. To create the intensity image Equation 3 is used to calculate the values,
where I is the intensity image and R, G, and B are the pixels values at the same location
for a given Intensity pixel. The intensity image is a gray scale or single channel image.
To complete the decomposition of the original image, the color portion is obtained by
dividing the original image by the intensity image. The color portion of the no flash
image is not used as shown by the large yellow X in Figure 29.
Figure 29 - Intrinsic Relighting Algorithm [2]
I= RR+ G G+±BBR+G+B R+G+B R+G+B
Equation 3 - Image Intensity
The next step in the algorithm requires the decomposition of the intensity image into
large scale variations and the detail variations. This intensity image decomposition
happens by dividing the intensity image by the largescale image to get the detail image.
The computationally intensive portion is determining the large scale variations image.
This is done through the use of the bilateral filter with the intensity image as the input.
The bilateral filter [17] [18] [2] combines spatial and value distance penalization to
remove small scale change or noise and identify large scale change or edges. It
essentially consists of two components. First of all, a spatial Gaussian function
component that penalizes for distance. And second of all an influence function
preferring pixels whose values correspond to the center. Therefore the filter kernel that
is applied across the image looks like a cropped Gaussian as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 - The Bilateral filter viewed as a cropped Gaussian filter [17]
Equation 4 describes the bilateral filter mathematically. The Matlab implementation of
the bilateral filter that was used in this thesis was written by Jiawen Chen [15] and is
contained in full in Appendix E.
a
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Equation 4 - The Bilateral Filter [19]
With the original flash and no-flash images decomposed into a color and intensity
images and large scale change and detail images, the recombination into the intrinsic
relighting result image can begin. First, the large scale no-flash image is multiplied by
the detail flash image to obtain the intensity result image. Finally, the intensity result
image is multiplied by the color flash image to produce the intrinsic relighting result
image.
The Experiment
This experiment consisted of creating a simulated RIBG image of a setting. Then
through the I-Blending technique (See the I-Blending section of Chapter 2) two images
were created from the simulated RIBG image: a IR flash image (IPercent = 100) [Figure
Mathematically speaking, the output of the bilateral filter computes the output value of a
pixel s as a weighted average of its neighboring pixels p E N,, where the weights depend
on both the spatial distance and intensity difference:
1 expC -)2 - I.2
i exp 2 exp IV$ 2
In this expression, s and p are coordinates of an image (like [200, 250; Is and Ip are the pixel
intensities at those coordinates. There are three parameters to bilateral filtering:
* The width parameter Uw defines the size of the neighborhood Ns. Bilateral filtering
looks at the pixels (2w - 1) x (2w - 1) square neighborhood centered at s.
* The spatial standard deviation crd defines the influence of neighboring pixels accord-
ing their distance to s in the image lattice.
* The range standard deviation rr defines the influence of neighboring pixels according
to their intensity difference from s.
Finally, the normalization term k(s) is defined as follows:
This just ensures that all the weights sum to 1.
32] and a visible only image [Figure 31]. The IR flash image is then used as the flash
image and the visible only image is used as the no-flash image in the intrinsic relighting
algorithm. The results of the experiment are shown in the flash/no flash experiment
results image [Figure 33].
Figure 31 - Flash/No Flash Experiment - No Flash Image
Taken with Fuji IRUV (Appendix B) camera (focal length 70.0mm, exposure
time .167s (1/6), aperture f/8.0, and ISO 100)
Figure 32 - Flash/No Flash Experiment - IR Flash Image
Taken with Fuji IRUV (Appendix B) camera (focal length 70.0mm, exposure
time .167s (1/6), aperture f/8.0, and ISO 100)
Figure 33 - Flash/No Flash Results Image
(Generated Image through Matlab Code Appendix E)
Flash/No Flash Experiment Findings
The algorithm functioned as if the flash had been visible. In addition, the images were
created from a single simulated RIBG image. With an actual RIBG image filter this
would allow for the capture of a single image with no registration to create both images.
This ability to create multiple images from a single image would allow the intrinsic
relighting algorithm to work on dynamic scenes. Due to the single image capture
capability of the RIBG image and associated no required image registration, dynamic
scenes are now in the purview of algorithms that previously, in practice, required static
scenes.
Also with the presentation in this chapter of non linear combinations, represented by
the use of the bilateral filter, the possibilities for creation of computationally processed
images from the diverse spectrum source data contained in the RIBG image is possible.
These findings suggest future research should consider additional non-linear
combinations of components of information contained in the RIBG image.
It is true that I-Blending could be extended to incorporate such concepts as the bilateral
filter and recombination. However, in this thesis these advanced combinations of non-
linear combinations are considered advanced computational infrared information
exploitation or analysis. This framing of advanced computational methods versus
pure I-Blending allows I-Blending to focus exclusively on the creation of the raw 3-
channel RGB images and then to use advanced computational photography and
analysis methods on the created images. Hence this section uses straight forward I-
Blending with an advanced computational exploitation of the information contained in
the I-Blended images.
5. 2-D to 3-D Surface Topology Exploration
The goal for this chapter was to explore the ability to use both an infrared and a visible
"light" source to assist in the creation of three-dimensional surface topologies from two-
dimensional images. The exploration involved identifying common errors in
extrapolating from pixel intensity to surface topology and then selecting an error to
remove by exploiting multi-spectrum information. Specifically, the chapter explores
using a blue light source and an IR "light" source simultaneously. The reason for
selecting a blue light was blue is one of the channels in the simulated RIBG image filter.
Infrared was not eligible for selection because infrared is the second "light" source.
With regards to green or red either probably could have been used. The code utilized to
create and manipulate the images in this chapter is contained in the Appendix F.
Errors in using intensity to approximates surface topology
The surface topology error exploration began by creating surface topologies from 2D
images of faces by creating a grayscale image of the photo then attempting to render a
3D representation based on a matlab surf or mesh plot of the matrix of intensities. This
can be done directly by loading an image into matlab then calling: surf(myimage).
These pictures were not taken using the simulated RIBG image capture process but
rather with a blue light source that allowed us to then select the blue channel as the
source for our grayscale images. A blue light source image is shown in Figure 34.
Figure 34 - Blue Light Source Image
Taken with Nikon D70 (Appendix B) camera (focal length 50.0mm,
exposure time .010s (1/100), aperture f/8.0, and ISO 200)
The images were reduced to grayscale and cropped by selecting an outer box based on
light intensity (See the Matlab code in Appendix F). The essence of the light crop
algorithm is to begin at the left edge and then select one column at a time scanning from
the left edge to the right edge. As soon as the maximum value of the current column
location exceeds the intensity threshold, set the current column to be the cropped left
edge. Repeat this process scanning from right to left to find the right edge. Then repeat
it again for the top and bottom edges. This light intensity cropping has the benefit of
removing un-interesting dark regions around the perimeter of the photo. It is not
required to light crop the images but cropping allows the plots to be cropped to the
light intensity boundaries. The Matlab function that implements this light intensity
cropping is the lighLcrop_drop function in Appendix F. In addition to cropping,
lightcropdrop has a parameter to reduce the resolution if desired. Reduction in the
resolution can be advantageous for debugging and rapid Matlab surf or mesh plotting.
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Figure 35 - Light Crop and Chop image
(Generated Image through Matlab Code Appendix F)
Figure 35 is the light cropped image of the blue light source image [Figure 34]. Figure
35 also marks some columns and rows with red lines that will be used to identify
topological features and will be referenced in Figure 36. To evaluate the potential of the
pixel intensities in Figure 35 to inform surface topology, a plot of column 453 from
Figure 35 is shown in Figure 36. The significant features are identified with the red
lines. The first red line from the left of the image represents the edge of the eye socket.
However, two issues for accurate topological reconstruction appear: the noisy lines and
the non-linear relationship of light to distance. The noisy line is actually capturing
difference in complexion of the pores. With regards to linearity, the light intensity that
reaches the image sensor decreases with the square of the distance to the subject. A
direct plot of the surface topologies creates the basic contours with some inaccuracies
due to the non-linearity of the fall off of light intensity. However, if the face is well lit
then the error due to the light intensity non-linear fall of is not as significant.
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Figure 36 - Column 453 Pixel Intensity Plot
(Generated Image through Matlab Plot of Column 453)
The next error occurs due to orientation of the subject from the source. This is evident
in Figure 37 which is plot of the pixel intensities across row 1500 in Figure 35. The right
check bone in the area of column 2000 appears to be higher or larger than the left cheek
bone in the region of column 500. This is not actually a topological feature but actually
an orientation feature. The subject of Figure 35 is not directly facing the source but
rather the right cheek bone is leaning or shifted closer to the source than the left cheek
bone.
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Figure 37 - Row 1500 Pixel Intensity Plot
(Generated Image through Matlab Plot of Row 1500)
Another error became evident when using Matlab's surf function to surface plot the
image in Figure 35. Figure 38 is the result of the surf plot. The pupils in the eyes have
spikes in them which are clearly not accurate topological features. For closer inspection
the eye region was again surf plotted in Figure 39.
Figure 38 - Surface Plot of Light Crop and Chop Image (Spikes Present)
(Generated Image through Matlab code see Appendix F)
Figure 39 - Surface Plot of Spike Errors
(Generated Image through Matlab code see Appendix F)
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Figure 40 - Spike Error Region Highlighted
(Hand Generated Image based of Figure 35)
After closer inspection the region inside the red lines in Figure 40 is the problem area of
interest. The increased intensity that in no way corresponds to the actual surface
topology is the reflection in the pupil from the light source itself. This reflection
happens in the eye and not on the skin because of the variations in the surface
reflectivity between the skin of the face and the heavily water based content of the eyes.
This variation in surface reflectivity and particularly the light source reflection in the
pupils is the error that was selected for the focus of this chapter.
The Multi-Spectrum Approach to Spike Removal
To further catalogue the error additional photos of eyes with "light" sources in multiple
locations were taken. It became apparent that the position of the reflection in the pupil
was based on the incident direction of the incoming source. Meaning, if the camera and
the person are fixed, the reflection peak will move around in the eye based on the
location of the light source. In Figure 41, this effect can be seen. Starting from the left
image in Figure 41 and shifting across, the first image was taken with the IR source
directly in front and below of the subject. In the middle image in Figure 41, the light
source is shifted to the left which shifts the reflection to the right. Finally in the third
image in Figure 41, another shift a little more to the left moves the reflection out and to
the right. The same reflection shift based on light position is seen in Figure 42. The
only difference between Figure 41 and Figure 42 is in Figure 42 the light source shifts to
the right and the reflection shifts to the left.
Figure 41 - Reflection Spike Moves with Source Orientation I
(Hand Generated markup of pupil excerpts)
Figure 42 - Reflection Spike Moves with Source Orientation II
(Hand Generated markup of pupil excerpts)
Given this information that the error would move based on the position of the light
source. The mult-spectrum approach that was used for removal consisted of using a
blue light Source positioned to the left and an IR "light" source positioned to the right.
This multi-position approach was derived from the findings in Chapter 2 that the non-
photorealistic algorithm [1] worked with multiple images with light sources from
different locations in each image. However, the exact approach from Chapter 2 would
require either a static scene or image registration. The approach taken in this chapter
was to simulate the effects of having a RIBG image filter which would allow for an
image to be taken with two light sources on simultaneously. Specifically, a simulated
RIBG image was created with a blue light source to the left and an IR "light" source to the
right. It is essential for accuracy that the blue light source (1) lights the eyes well and (2)
is positioned in a different location than the IR "light" source. With the simulated RIBG
image, I-Blending was then used to create an IR-as-grayscale (IR only in a single
channel) image and a blue-as-grayscale (blue channel only output in a single channel).
After taking the multi-spectrum images and creating the IR-as-grayscale and blue-as-
grayscale images, the next task is to identify the reflection spikes in both images based
on a peak detection scheme (covered in the next paragraph in the discussion of the
function IBSpikeSwap) that identifies a narrow spike that is unlikely to be an actual
surface element of a face. After identifying the reflection spike regions of the IR-as-
grayscale image pixels, the corresponding pixels in the same positions from the blue-as-
grayscale image are selected as replacements to the IR-as-grayscale spike pixels. To
facilitate pixel swapping from one image to the next the relative intensities between the
IR-as-grayscale and the blue-as-grayscale images should be approximately equal.
Relative intensity between the "light" sources can be controlled at the time of capture
and the image intensities can be normalized.
The function IBSpikeSwap was written by the author in Matlab to implement the spike
identification and associated swapping of pixels from the blue-as-grayscale to the IR-as-
grayscale image. The code for IBSpikeSwap is contained in Figure 43 and will be
described here. The function is called with the IR-as-grayscale image as the I parameter
and the blue-as-grayscale image as the B parameter. The Thresh parameter sets the
sensitivity for identifying the spikes and the SpikeSize allows fine tuning of the size of
the spike to remove. SpikeSize allows the caller to specify the width of the pixels around
the spike that will be replaced. The IBSpikeSwap code will select a square of pixels for
replacement where the length of edges is 2 x SpikeSize centered on the spike location.
The IR-as-grayscale image is selected as the image from which to remove the spikes and
the appropriate channel to get topological information from because the subject of the
image is well lit by the IR source and less likely to have interference from significant
visible light source in the environment. In this case the blue channel is only used as a
source for the pixels that will replace the spike pixels in the IR-as-grayscale image.
In line 1 in Figure 43, the Matlab function edge is called with the image I, the method
which in this case is the Sobel operator [Equation 2] and the threshold used by the
function to locate the edges. To identify the pupil spikes a Thresh in the high .3s or low
.4s is recommended. In the experiments in this thesis, the best results for obtaining
spike locations was with Thresh values of .39 and .40 for our images. The edge function
returns a matrix Swap of the same size as I but with values of 1 or 0 where one
represents a Sobel operator determined edge with the given Thresh value. To swap the
pixels lines 3 - 27 iterate through the Swap matrix. Whenever the Swap matrix has a
value of 1 (line 5), lines 6 - 9 create a spike region to be replaced based on SpikeSize.
Lines 10 - 21 deal with the boundary conditions that SpikeSize will make the spike
region fall outside the edge of the image. Finally, in lines 22 - 25 the pixels from the
spike region are replaced with the pixels from the same position but in B.
Figure 43 - IBSpikeSwap Matlab Code
After executing this code on a simulated RIBG image and doing a surface plot of the
newly combined result image, no spikes are present [Figure 44]. The face is now more
topologically correct because the spikes have been removed.
function T = IBSpikeSwap(I, B, Thresh, SpikeSize)
LINE 1 Swap = edge(I,'sobel',Thresh);
LINE 2 [r c] = size(I);
LINE 3 for i = 1:r
LINE 4 for j = 1:c
LINE 5 if Swap(i,j) == 1
LINE 6 r_i = i - SpikeSize;
LINE 7 r_e = i + SpikeSize;
LINE 8 c_i = j - SpikeSize;
LINE 9 c_e = j + SpikeSize;
LINE 10 if r i < 1
LINE 11 r i = 1;
LINE 12 end
LINE 13 if re > r
LINE 14 r e = r;
LINE 15 end
LINE 16 if c i < 1
LINE 17 c i = 1;
LINE 18 end
LINE 19 if c e > c
LINE 20 c e = c;
LINE 21 end
LINE 22 for rs = r i:r e
LINE 23 for cs = c i:c e
LINE 24 I(rs,cs) = B(rs,cs);
LINE 25 end
LINE 26 end
LINE 27 end
LINE 28 end
LINE 29 end
LINE 30 T = I;
Figure 44 - Experiment Results Image - Surface Plot with Spikes Removed
(Matlab surf plot of Matrix generated from IBSpikeSwap)
2-D to 3-D Surface Topology Exploration Findings
In this limited case of face image surface topology, the removal of the reflection in the
pupils due to reflection of the light source by using two "light" sources of different
spectrum and location was demonstrated. This multi-spectrum information was
captured in the simulated RIBG image to create a single grayscale image that more
closely aligned with the actual topology of the face. The ability to capture two
positional "light" sources simultaneously is a powerful concept that could be exploited
for other algorithms. For example, if depth discontinuity was the only purpose for the
non-photorealistic algorithm [1] it could be repeated with R, B, G, and I "light" sources
all placed at appropriate positions and captured in a single simulated RIBG image.
6. Conclusions
This thesis proposed a new image filter - the RIBG image filter, where the "I" channel is
infrared in the 700nm -1000nm range to replace the traditional RGBG sensor image
filter. The images produced by an actual RIBG image filter would contain 4 channels of
information: red, infrared, blue, and green. In this thesis, the output of the theoretical
RIBG image filter is simulated through a method that combines elements from two
images to produce a mosaiced raw sensor image. The process of rendering the 4
channel image into 3 channel RGB space for viewing or analysis was introduced as I-
Blending.
To explore the value of the additional channel of infrared information in the simulated
RIBG image for image analysis, three areas of experiments were conducted in this
thesis: (1) a positional flash sequence experiment, (2) a flash/no flash experiment, and
(3) a 2-D to 3-D surface topology exploration. In the positional flash sequence
experiment, results of an algorithm [1] that required four positional visible flashes
were repeated but with infrared "light" sources. In the flash/no flash experiment,
results from an intrinsic relighting algorithm [2] that required one image taken with a
flash and one image without a flash were repeated. In addition, the ability of the
theoretical RIBG image filter to capture both the infrared flash image and the visible-
light-only image simultaneously in a single photo allow for the existing algorithm [2] to
work on dynamic scenes with no required image registration. In the surface topology
exploration, the ability of the simulated RIBG image to capture multi-spectrum
information was exploited in a new algorithm by using two positional "light" sources of
different spectrum simultaneously. The addition of the second light source allowed for
the removal of the reflection in the pupils of an image of a face for more accurate
surface topology rendering.
The conclusion of this thesis is the availability of low-cost wide-spectrum sensors in
digital SLR cameras, LED emitters of various wavelengths, and the small form factor of
solid state electronics makes it possible to begin to explore the field capture of
information illuminated by spectrums outside the visible range. This mult-spectrum
information is left uncaptured and unavailable for exploitation without the addition of
a filter such as the RIBG image filter. The use of simulated RIBG images in this thesis
showed the applicability of infrared information to: (1) limiting the visual scene
disturbance at time of capture, (2) allowing a single RIBG image to create multiple
images to eliminate the need for image registration in flash/no flash multiple image
sequences, and (3) creating new algorithms for image analysis.
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Appendices

Appendix A - From SPGM to 4 Channel RIBG Matlab Matrix
As discussed in the thesis, the goal is to create a four channel RIBG Matlab matrix from
a single SPGM file. To do this the SPGM matrix must be demosaiced into 4 channels.
The demosaicing process is summarized graphically in Figure 45.
Figure 45 - The RIBG Demosaic Process
The method implemented in this thesis is to use the convenient constructs for selecting
cells from an array in Matlab to demosaic. The first step is to down size in each channel
to a matrix that only has the channels original pixels. Then the method leverages the
Matlab interp2 function to do 2-D interpolation. This leaves an additional row and
column to create in each case for the edge conditions. To satisfy this edge condition, we
select the most appropriate row or column and duplicate it. Here is the Matlab code to
do so:
function RIBG = MakeRIBG(SPGM)
SPGM=imadjust(SPGM, [], [], 1/2.2);
SPGM=im2double(SPGM);
[r c] = size(SPGM);
%Interpolate R
SPGM R = SPGM(2:2:end,2:2:end);
SPGMR = interp2(SPGMR);
%Deal with Edge cases
%create first row from second
SPGM R = cat(l, SPGM R(1,:), SPGM R );
%create first column from second
SPGM R = cat(2, SPGM R(:,1), SPGM R );
%Interpolate I
SPGM I = SPGM(2:2:end,1:2:end -1);
SPGM I = interp2(SPGM_I);
%Deal with Edge cases
%create first row from second
SPGM I = cat(l, SPGM I(1,:), SPGM I );
%create last column from second to last
SPGMI = cat(2, ,SPGMI, SPGMI(:,end));
%Interpolate B
SPGM B = SPGM(1:2:end -l,1:2:end -1);
SPGMB = interp2(SPGM_B);
%Deal with Edge cases
%create last row from second to last
SPGM B = cat(l, , SPGMB, SPGMB(end,:));
%create last column from second to last
SPGMB = cat(2, SPGMB, SPGMB(:,end));
%Interpolate G
SPGM G = SPGM(1:2:end -1,2:2:end);
SPGM G = interp2(SPGMG);
%Deal with Edge cases
%create last row from second to last
SPGM G = cat(l, SPGMG,SPGMG(end,:));
%create first column from second
SPGM G = cat(2, SPGM G(:,l), SPGM G );
SPGM R = im2uint8(SPGM R);
SPGM I = im2uint8(SPGM I);
SPGM B = im2uint8(SPGM B);
SPGM G = im2uint8(SPGM G);
RIBG = cat(3, SPGMR,SPGMI,SPGMB, SPGMG);
Appendix B - Experiment Equipment Specifications
To conduct these experiments the following is the significant equipment that was used:
1. Fuji IRUV S3 camera
2. Nikon D-70 camera
3. Tiffen Hot Mirror Filter Part # 52SHM
4. B&W Infrared Filter (blocks visible light) #93
5. 3 Ramsey IR LED boards Part # IR1
6. 1 Ramsey Blue LED board Part # LEDS1C
7. Microchip PIC #PIC16F877A (Schematic in Appendix C)
8. Microchip chip burner Part #
9. Microchip integrated development environment
http://www.microchip.com/stellent/idcplg?IdcService=SS_GET_PAGE&nodel
d=1406&dDocName=en019469&part=SW007002
10. USB Wiz USB to Serial card Part# USBwiz-OEM
11. Linx Wireless Serial Development Board Part# MDEV-HP3-PPS-RS232
Items 1 - 4 were used with no modifications. Items 5 and 6 were assembled according
to the manufactures instructions with the single exception that the three IR LED boards
were wired to share the same power source. Items 7 -9 were used as in the camera
control exercise. Specifically the code was written in assembly in item 9 and 8 was used
to burn the chip. Items 7 and 10 were used as specified in Appendix C. The USBWIZ
and PIC controller were connected as shown in Figure 46. Finally Item 11 was used as a
board that allowed for prototyping and wireless connectivity to the camera.
Appendix C - PIC Microcontroller Camera Control
The code below successfully drives the IRUV camera (See Appendix B for equipment
specifics). The challenge is the camera when capturing over its USB cable goes into PC
Mode which is annoyingly slow because each image is transferred before the next
image can be captured. So for speed it is desirable to manually control the camera so
that the images are captured directly to the local storage card. It would also be possible
to extend this control interface to an IR based method of control that appeared as an IR
remote. However, for these experiments it was undesirable to have the IR control of the
camera in anyway interfere with the capture of the infrared information, so that method
was not pursued. It would be advantageous to extend the USB driven control of this
camera in future models to allow for local capture to storage card when controlling via
USB for bulk download after a capture sequence.
To understand the assembly code it is helpful to have some knowledge about the
control protocol for the camera which is based of a Nikon standard. To create the
controller extensive work was done to reverse engineer the protocol from the USB
packet level up.
The first step was to parse the bytes in the USB packets of information into commands.
Here is a sample set of bytes with labels for explanation:
OC 00 00 00 01 00 C7 90 80 03 00 00
AA BB CC DD EE FF GG HH II JJ KK LL
The first line above is the typical 12 byte send stay-alive packet used on idle or on wait.
The letters below each byte are for reference. So in this case the GG byte is C7.
Byte Parsing Table
BYTES PURPOSE
These bytes specify the number of bytes in this packet. AA is LSB.
Also it is believed that DD is also in this grouping but no transfer
has used that many bytes. If it is a Response packet the number of
bytes may be beyond just this packet resulting in additional gets to
obtain all the data. However, only the first bytes of the first
,Response packet adhere to this model
This Byte represents an increment in a 3 packet sequence. The send is
EE always 01. If there is return data the next get will be 02 with as
many gets as required to fetch all of the return data. Then the
ACK\COMPLETE is always 03
GG-HH This is a command type.
!Overall packet sequence incremented from the beginning of a Camera
II-JJ control session. II is LSB
These bytes are always 00 and 00. One theory is they are MSB bytes
KK-LL that go with II-LL
Command & Parameters. The command and the associated parameters are
sent in these 4 bytes over a 5 step sequence. That includes a send
MM-PP and 2 gets as 1 step. Thus the 20 bytes are transferred 4 bytes at a
time over 5 sequences each made up of 1 send and 2 gets. Some
commands like stay awake only need 4 bytes or 1 sequence.
Command Table
COMMAND
Stay awake
Camera
Controls
Shoot
Flash Sync
Mode
Flash Sync
Mode
iFlash Sync
.Mode
Sensitivity
VALUE
Stay Awake
Disable
Enable
(Auto Mode)
Redeye
Reduction
Front
Curtain
Flash Cancel
ISO
TYPE BYTES
15 10
C2 90
C2 90
15 10
15 10
15 10
15 10
15 10
CO 90
15 10
16 10
16 10
15 10
16 10
16 10
15 10
16 10
16 10
16 10
16 10
FA 00 = 250
1
Tj
I
I1
acceptable
values
COMMAND BYTES
OA D1 00 00
01 00 00 00
00 00 00 00
E3 DO 00 00
E4 DO 00 00
08 50 00 00
13 50 00 00
02 D1 00 00
FF FF FF FF
OC 50 00 00
OC 50 00 00
04 00
OC 50 00 00
OC 50 00 00
10 80
AC 50 ln fn
OC 50 00 00
02 00
OF 50 00 00
FA 00
change for appropriate ISO FA is
LSB
200, 250, 320, 400, 500, 640,
800, 1000, 1250, 1600
-I----~ C'U-I---~-.I- - l.i ^ l~---U1 - -CI - J
r " ~ 1
The PIC was wired to the USBWIZ which had the USB Port and serial to USB logic via
the following schematic:
VDD VDD
RAGO/AN
RA1/ANI
RA2/AN2
RA3/AN3
RA4/TeCKI
RA5/AN4
RBe/INT
RBI
RB2
RB3/PGM
RB4
RB5
RB6/PGC
RB7/PCD
OSC /CLK IN
OSC2/CLKOUT
USS
/MCLR/VPP
RCO/TLOSO
RC1/TLOSI
RC2/CCP
RC3/SCK
RC4/SDI
RC5/SDO
RC6/TX
RC?/RX
) RD0/PSPG
J RDL/PSPI
RD2/PSP2
RD3/PSP3
RD4/PSP4
RD5/PSP5
RD6/PSP6
RD?/PSP?
RES/RD
RE /WR
RE2/CS
VSS
Figure 46 - PIC to USBWIZ
For reference the controller code is included here:
/****************************************************************
;/* PIC PROCESSOR SPECIFIC DIRECTIVES
;/*************************************************************** list
p=PIC16F877A ;list directive to define processor
#include <pl6877A.inc> ;processor specific definitions
errorlevel -302 ;suppress "not in bank 0" message
CONFIG FCMEN ON & IESO ON & CP OFF & WDT OFF & BOD OFF & MCLRE OFF
& PWRTE ON & PWRTE ON & INTOSC ; INTRC IO & CCP1 RB2& MCLR OFF
+5 v
RBO Used as push button interupt UART_RX on USBWIZ
;/***************************************************************
;/* CONSTANTS, VARIABLES
;/********************************** * **** ****
;.51 FOR 9600,
SPBRG VAL LOW
SPBRG VAL HIGH
OUTER
MIDDLE
INNER
TIME OUTER
TIME MIDDLE
TIME INNER
TIME0
CBLOCK 0x20
CMD PCLATH TEMP
INTON
USB CONTROL
NBYTE
FBYTE
SBYTE
CBYTE
ADDR
VALUE
CMDLEN
CMDSTART
RXLEN
CMDCON
W TEMP
STATUS TEMP
PCLATH TEMP
CMDT TEMP
CMD PCLATH
INC LBYTE
INC HBYTE
NSEND
w_temp
status_temp
TempC
Waitloop3
Waitloop4
WT
SWITCH
CMD T
CMD P
G F OUTER
G F MIDDLE
G F INNER
T OUTER
T MIDDLE
T INNER
GET FILE
RP LOW
RP HIGH
RP I
GF
S76
.8 FOR 57600 set baud rate 9600 for 8Mhz clock
EQU .51
EQU .8
EQU 0x99
EQU OxFF
EQU Oxff
EQU OxOa
EQU Oxfd
EQU Oxff
EQU Ox00
; variable used for context saving
; variable used for context saving
TEMP RX
IRCON
IR2CON
TOGGLE
endc
;/***************************************************************
;/* COMMAND TABLE OFFSET CONSTANTS
;/***************************************************************
;Command Table Offset's for specific commands
;0x0400 BLOCK
RLOAD EQU Ox00
AMC EQU 0x03
MUOC EQU OxOA
SSO EQU 0x13
OFlAout EQU OxlA
WF110 EQU Ox2A
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP EQU 0x34
CF1 EQU 0x46
RLOAD2 EQU Ox4D
UIO1 EQU 0x50
UI012 EQU 0x59
LD1D EQU 0x62
LD1CO EQU Ox6B
SC11 EQU 0x75
FI06010100 EQU Ox7E
SI EQU Ox8F
FE0302 EQU 0x94
OP4 EQU Ox9F
FE0202 EQU OxA6
OP5 EQU OxB1
FE0201 EQU OxB8
OP6 EQU OxC3
BR EQU OxCA
CP4 EQU OxD4
CP5 EQU OxDB
CP6 EQU OxE2
UR1 EQU OxE9
;0x0500 BLOCK
WP610 EQU Ox00
RP540 EQU OxOA
WP60C EQU 0x14
ESH 10 EQU OxlE
ESH OC EQU 0x24
ESH 18 EQU Ox2a
WP618 EQU 0x30
;0x0600 BLOCK
cblock Ox00
EST 0210: 2
EST 0110: 2
EST C290: 2
EST 1510: 2
EST 0510: 2
EST 1410:
EST C090:
EST C890:
EST C790:
EST 0810:
EST 0A10:
EST 1B10:
endc
;0x0700 BLOCK
cblock Ox00
ESP 0100 0000:
ESP 0000 0000:
ESP FFFF FFFF:
ESP COD1 0000:
ESP C1D1 0000:
ESP 0C50 0000:
ESP 20D1 0000:
ESP 0100 FFFF:
ESP 03D1 0000:
endc
;/***************************************************************
;/* BANKSEL MACROS
;/***************************************************************
;bank changes can be optimized when only one STATUS bit changes
BankO MACRO ;macro to select data RAM bank 0
bcf STATUS,RPO
bcf STATUS,RP1
ENDM
Bankl MACRO ;macro to select data RAM bank 1
bsf STATUS,RPO
bcf STATUS,RP1
ENDM
Bank2 MACRO ;macro to select data RAM bank 2
bcf STATUS,RPO
bsf STATUS,RP1
ENDM
Bank3 MACRO ;macro to select data RAM bank 3
bsf STATUS,RPO
bsf STATUS,RP1
ENDM
;/***************************************************************
;/* RESET CODE
;/***************************************************************
ORG 0x0000
WResetCode: clrf
goto Main
;place code at reset vector
PCLATH ;select program memory page 0
;go to beginning of program
;/***************************************************************
;/* INTERUPT CODE
;/***********************************************
ORG 0x0004 ;place code at interrupt vector
InterruptCode: ;do interrupts here
MOVWF W TEMP ;Copy W to TEMP register
SWAPF STATUS,W ;Swap status to be saved into W
CLRF STATUS ;bank 0, regardless of current bank, Clears IRP,RP1,RPO
MOVWF STATUS TEMP ;Save status to bank zero STATUS TEMP register
MOVF PCLATH, W
MOVWF PCLATH TEMP
;TEST FOR TIMER INTERUPT
;TEST FOR TRANSMIT COMPLETE INTERUPT
BANKSEL INTCON
btfss INTCON,TOIE
goto NOTTO
BTFSC INTCON, TOIF
CALL TIMEROINT
NOTTO
BANKSEL TICON
btfss TlCON,TMR1ON
goto NOTT1
BANKSEL PIR1
BTFSC PIR1, TMR1IF
CALL TIMERlINT
NOTT1
;TEST FOR TRANSMIT COMPLETE INTERUPT
BANKSEL PIE1
btfss PIE1,TXIE
goto NOTTX
BANKSEL PIR1
btfsc PIR1,TXIF
CALL SENDTX
NOTTX:
;TEST FOR BYTE RECEIVED INTERUPT
BANKSEL PIE1
btfss PIE1,RCIE
goto NOTRX
BANKSEL PIR1
btfsc PIR1,RCIF
CALL RECEIVERX
NOTRX:
;check for eeprom write finish
BANKSEL PIE1
btfss PIE1,RCIE
goto NOTEE
BANKSEL PIR1
BTFSC PIR1, EEIF
BCF PIR1, EEIF
NOTEE:
SWAPF STATUS TEMP,W ;Swap STATUS TEMP register into W
;(sets bank to original state)
MOVWF STATUS ;Move W into Status register SWAPF WTEMP,F ;Swap W TEMP
SWAPF W TEMP,W ;Swap W TEMP into W
MOVF PCLATH TEMP, W
MOVWF PCLATH
retfie ;return from interrupt
;/***************************************************************
;/* MAIN
;/*************************************
Main:
CALL INIT
BSF PORTB, 7
timetest:
;//IR TEST
BTFSS PORTB, 4
goto $-i
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXEE
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OX6C
MOVWF TMR1L
BANKSEL TICON
BSF TICON, TMR1ON
CLRF IR2CON
tl:
CLRF TOGGLE
BCF PORTB, 7
t2:
BTFSS IR2CON, 0
goto tl
BTFSS TOGGLE, 0
BSF PORTB, 7
BTFSC TOGGLE, 0
BCF PORTB, 7
COMF TOGGLE, F
goto t2
CLRF IRCON
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXEE
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OX6C
MOVWF TMR1L
BANKSEL TICON
BSF TICON, TMR1ON
;CHECK FOR TIMERIENABLED IF SO LOOP HERE...
BTFSC TICON, TMR1ON
GOTO $-i
;OTHERWISE WERE DONE GO BACK TO TIMETEST
GOTO timetest
TIMERlINT:
BTFSS IRCON, 1
GOTO STEP1
BTFSS IRCON, 2
GOTO STEP2
BTFSS IRCON, 3
GOTO STEP3
BTFSS IRCON, 4
GOTO STEP4
BTFSS IRCON, 5
GOTO STEP5
BTFSS IRCON, 6
GOTO STEP6
BTFSS IRCON, 7
GOTO STEP7
GOTO STEPF
STEP1: ;4500 T1 -TO ON (COUNTUP FROM EE6C)
BSF IRCON, 1
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXEE
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OX6C
MOVWF TMR1L
GOTO TIMERlEND
STEP2: ;55200 T1 -TO OFF (COUNTUP FROM EE6C)
BSF IRCON, 2
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OX30
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OX4F
MOVWF TMR1L
GOTO TIMERIEND
STEP3: ;1300 T1 -TO ON (COUNTUP FROM EE6C)
BSF IRCON, 3
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXfa
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OXEC
MOVWF TMR1L
GOTO TIMERIEND
STEP4: ;2750 T1 -TO OFF (COUNTUP FROM EE6C)
BSF IRCON, 4
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXF5
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OX42
MOVWF TMR1L
GOTO TIMERIEND
STEP5:;1150 T1 - TO ON (COUNTUP FROM EE6C)
BSF IRCON, 5
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXFB
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OX82
MOVWF TMR1L
GOTO TIMERIEND
STEP6: ;6700 T1 -TO OFF(COUNTUP FROM EE6C)
BSF IRCON, 6
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXE5
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OXD4
MOVWF TMR1L
GOTO TIMERlEND
STEP7: ;1300 T1 -TO ON (COUNTUP FROM EE6C)
BSF IRCON, 7
BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXFA
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OXEC
MOVWF TMR1L
GOTO TIMERlEND
STEPF:
;Disable timerl
;then role into timerlend
;BANKSEL TICON
;BCF TICON, TMR1ON
;BANKSEL TMR1H
MOVLW OXOO
MOVWF TMR1H
MOVLW OX01
MOVWF TMR1L
CLRF IRCON
CLRF IR2CON
BANKSEL PIR1
BCF PIR1, TMR1IF
BCF PORTB, 7
BTFSS PORTB, 4
goto $-1
RETURN
TIMERIEND:
BANKSEL PIR1
BCF PIR1, TMR1IF
BankO
COMF IR2CON, F
RETURN
TIMEROINT:
BTFSC TOGGLE, 0
BCF PORTB, 7
BTFSS TOGGLE, 0
BSF PORTB, 7
COMF TOGGLE, F
BANKSEL TMRO
MOVLW TIMEO
MOVWF TMRO
BANKSEL INTCON
BCF INTCON, TOIF
BankO
RETURN
;/* SETUP
;/**************************************************************
SETUP:
MOVLW 0x04
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
BSF USB_ CONTROL, 1
MOVLW RLOAD2
CALL SENDCMD
BCF USB_CONTROL, 1
BSF USB_ CONTROL, 0
MOVLW BR
CALL SENDCMD
BCF USB_CONTROL, 0
CALL SwitchtoHigh
;CLRF CMDCON
RETURN
;/**************************************LOSEUP
;/* CLOSEUP
;/***************************************************************
CLOSEUP:
MOVLW 0x04
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
;CP 4,5,6
MOVLW CP6
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW CP5
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW CP4
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW UR1
CALL SENDCMD
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* INITCMDS
;/* (SH 10, ST 0210, SP 01-00-00-00)
;/* (SH O_0C, ST 0110, SP 01-00-00-00)
;/***************************************************************
;/Init Commands to USBWIZ to get ready to send camera control
;/commands
;/***************************************************************
INITCMDS:
MOVLW UIO1
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW UI012
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW LD1D
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW LD1C0
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW SC11
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW FI06010100
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW SI
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW FE0202
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW OP5
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW FE0201
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW OP6
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW FE0302
CALL SENDCMD
MOVLW OP4
CALL SENDCMD
CALL SEND WP610
MOVLW ESH 10
CALL SEND H
MOVLW EST 0210
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
MOVLW ESP 0100 0000
CALL SEND P
CALL RP5FF
CALL SEND WP60C
MOVLW ESH OC
CALL SEND H
MOVLW EST 0110
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
;CALL SEND NO P
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL RP5FF
CALL RP5FF
RETURN
;/****************************************
WRITEDATA:
BANKSEL EECON1 ; Select Bank of EECON1
;FOR SIMULATOR ONLY
;FOR SIMULATOR ONLY COMMENT NEXT TWO OUT
BTFSC EECON1, WR ; Wait for write
GOTO $-1 ; to complete
BANKSEL ADDR
MOVF ADDR, W ;
BANKSEL EEADRL ; Select Bank of EEADR
MOVWF EEADRL ; Data Memory
BANKSEL VALUE
MOVF VALUE, W ;COMMENTED OUT FOR DEBUG CODE
BANKSEL EEDATL
MOVWF EEDATL ; Data Memory Value
; to write
BANKSEL EECON1 ; Select Bank of EECON1
BCF EECON1, EEPGD ; Point to DATA memory
BSF EECON1, WREN ; Enable writes
BCF INTCON, GIE ; Disable INTs.
MOVLW 0x55
MOVWF EECON2 ; Write 55h
MOVLW OxAA
MOVWF EECON2 ; Write AAh
BSF EECON1, WR ; Set WR bit to begin write
BSF INTCON, GIE ; Enable INTs.
BCF EECON1, WREN ; Disable writes
BANKSEL ADCONO ;RETURN TO BANKO
RETURN
;/**************************************
;/* 0100FFFF SEQ (SH OC,STC890,NP)
S0100FFFF SEQ:
;NEEDS MORE
CALL S1B100100FFFF
CALL S151003D1
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/DISABLE CONTROLS
;/(SH 10,ST C290,SP 01-00-00-00)
;/***************************************************************
DISABLE CONTROLS:
MOVLW EST C290
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 0100 0000
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD PNORP
RETURN
;/ENABLE CONTROLS (SH 10,ST C290,SP 00-00-00-00)
ENABLE CONTROLS:
MOVLW EST C290
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 0000 0000
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD PNORP
RETURN
;/* AUTO SHOOT (SH 10,ST C090,SP FF-FF-FF-FF)
;/*************************************** **** ********
AUTO SHOOT:
MOVLW EST C090
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP FFFF FFFF
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD PNORP
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* C890 (SH OC,ST C890,NP)
;/***************************************************************
C890:
MOVLW EST C890
MOVWF CMD T
CALL SEND CMD NPNORP
RETURN
;/****************************************** ************
;/* C790 (SH OC,ST C890,NP)
;/***************************************************************
C790:
MOVLW EST C790
MOVWF CMD T
CALL SEND CMD NPNORP
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* 1510C0D1 (SH 10,ST 1510,COD1 0000)
;/***************************************************************
S1510CODI:
MOVLW EST 1510
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP COD1 0000
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD P
RETURN;
;/***************************************************************
;/* 1510C1D1 (SH 10,ST 1510,C1D1 0000)
;/***************************************************************
S1510CD:1D1:
MOVLW EST 1510
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP C1D1 0000
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD P
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* 15100C50 (SH 10,ST 1510,0C50 0000)
;/***************************************************************
S15100C50:
MOVLW EST 1510
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 0C50 0000
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD P
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* 151020D1 (SH 10,ST 1510,0C50 0000)
;/**************************************************************
S151020D1:
MOVLW EST 1510
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 20D1 0000
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD P
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* 151020D1 (SH 10,ST 1510,0C50 0000)
;/***************************************************************
S151003D1:
MOVLW EST 1510
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 03D1 0000
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD P
RETURN
;/*****************************************************
;/* 08100100FFFF (SH 10,ST 1510,0C50 0000)
;/***************************************************************
S08100100FFFF:
MOVLW EST 0810
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 0100 FFFF
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD PNORP
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* OA100100FFFF (SH 10,ST 1510,0C50 0000)
;/*******************************************************
SOA100100FFFF:
MOVLW EST 0A10
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 0100 FFFF
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD PNORP
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/* 1B100100FFFF (SH 10,ST 1510,0C50 0000)
;/***************************************** ************
S1B100100FFFF:
MOVLW EST IBl0
MOVWF CMD T
MOVLW ESP 0100 FFFF
MOVWF CMD P
CALL SEND CMD P 18
RETURN
QRP540_SEQ:
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
CALL QRP540
RETURN
;************************************** **** *** ****
;/SEND PROCEDURES (SEND_WP10, SEND_WP60C, SEND_H,_T,_I,_P)
;/*********************************************************
SEND CMD PA:
CALL SEND WP610
MOVLW ESH 10
CALL SEND H
MOVF CMD T, W
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
MOVF CMD_P, W
CALL SEND P
CALL RP5FF
RETURN
SEND CMD P:
CALL SEND WP610
MOVLW ESH 10
CALL SEND H
MOVF CMD_T, W
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
MOVF CMD_P, W
CALL SEND P
CALL RP
RETURN
SEND CMD P 18:
CALL SEND WP618
MOVLW ESH 18
CALL SEND H
MOVF CMD_T, W
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
MOVF CMD_P, W
CALL SEND P 18
;CALL RP
RETURN
SEND CMD NP:
CALL SEND WP60C
MOVLW ESH OC
CALL SEND H
MOVF CMDT, W
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
CALL SEND NO P
CALL RP
RETURN
SEND CMD NPNORP:
CALL SEND WP60C
MOVLW ESH OC
CALL SEND H
MOVF CMD T, W
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
CALL SEND NO P
RETURN
SEND CMD PNORP:
CALL SEND WP610
MOVLW ESH 10
CALL SEND H
MOVF CMD T, W
CALL SEND T
CALL SEND I
MOVF CMD P, W
CALL SEND P
RETURN
SEND WP610
MOVLW OX05
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
MOVLW WP610
CALL SENDCMD NOWAIT
RETURN
SEND WP60C:
MOVLW OX05
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
MOVLW WP60C
CALL SENDCMD
RETURN
SEND WP618:
MOVLW OX05
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
MOVLW WP618
CALL SENDCMD
RETURN
SEND H:
MOVWF CMDSTART
MOVLW 0x05
MOVWF CMD PCLATH ;ADDED
MOVLW 0x06
MOVWF NSEND
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL SEND LOOP
RETURN
SEND T:
MOVWF CMDSTART
MOVLW OX06
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF NSEND
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL SEND LOOP
RETURN
SEND I:
MOVF INC LBYTE, W
CALL TX
MOVF INC HBYTE, W
CALL TX
MOVLW Ox00
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x00
CALL TX
MOVLW 0X07
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
INCFSZ INC LBYTE, F
RETURN
INCF INC HBYTE, F ;THIS MEANS WE ARE LIMITED TO FF FF SENDS BEFORE FLIPPING
COUNTER
RETURN
SEND P 18:
MOVWF CMDSTART
MOVLW 0X07
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
MOVLW 0x04
MOVWF NSEND
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL SEND LOOP
;00 00 00 00 00
MOVLW 0x00
CALL TX
CALL TX
CALL TX
CALL TX
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x02
CALL TX
MOVLW Ox00
CALL TX
;NEED WAIT FOR RE
MOVLW 0x01
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXT
RETURN
SEND P:
00 02 00
SPONSE HERE
MOVWF CMDSTART
MOVLW OX07
MOVWF CMD PCLATH
MOVLW 0x04
MOVWF NSEND
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL SEND LOOP
;NEED WAIT FOR RESPONSE HERE
MOVLW 0x01
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXT
RETURN
SEND NO P
MOVLW Ox01
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXT
RETURN
SEND LOOP
CALL CMDTABLE
CALL TX
INCF CMDSTART, f
MOVF CMDSTART, W
DECFSZ NSEND, F
GOTO SEND LOOP
RETURN
DEBUG ECHO
MOVLW 0x56
call TX
MOVLW OX52
CALL TX
MOVLW OXOD
CALL TX
MOVLW Ox01
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXT
return
;/************************************
;/ READ PIPE COMMANDS
RP:
CALL RP5FF
CALL RP5FF
CALL RP5FF
RETURN
RP5FF:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x46
call TX
MOVLW 0x46
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP50C:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x30
call TX
MOVLW 0x43
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP50D:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x30
call TX
MOVLW 0x44
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP510:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x31
call TX
MOVLW 0x30
call TX
MOVLW Ox0d
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP520:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x32
call TX
MOVLW 0x30
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP52C:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x32
call TX
MOVLW 0x44
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
QRP540:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x34
call TX
MOVLW 0x30
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP51E:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x31
call TX
MOVLW 0x45
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP50E:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW OX20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x30
call TX
MOVLW 0x45
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP52E:
MOVLW 0x52
call TX
MOVLW OX50
CALL TX
MOVLW 0X20
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x35
call TX
MOVLW Ox3e
CALL TX
MOVLW 0x32
call TX
MOVLW 0x45
call TX
MOVLW OxOd
call TX
MOVLW 0x02
MOVWF RXLEN
Call READYFORNEXTSEND
return
RP5 2F80:
MOVLW Ox2F
MOVWF RP HIGH
MOVLW 0x80
MOVWF RP LOW
CALL RP P
RETURN
RP5 10000:
MOVLW OxFF
MOVWF RP HIGH
MOVWF RP LOW
CALL RP P
CALL RP5FF
RETURN
RP5 FFCO:
MOVLW OxFF
MOVWF RP HIGH
MOVLW OxCO
MOVWF RP LOW
CALL RP P
RETURN
RPP ;ONE SECOND (more or less) DELAY FOR 8MHZ CLOCK
MOVLW OxFF
MOVWF RP I
RP LOOP 1:
CALL RP5FF
DECFSZ RP I, F
GOTO RP LOOP 1
MOVLW OxFF
MOVWF RP I
DECFSZ RP HIGH, F
GOTO RP LOOP 1
RP LOOP 2
DECFSZ RP_LOW, F
GOTO RP LOOP 1
RETURN
G 1510:
CALL RP50D
CALL RP50C
RETURN
G FILE ;ALLOWS US TO FETCH 10MB IMAGE FILE NEEDS TO BE OPTIMIZED LATER TO
SPECIFIC FILE SIZE
MOVLW OUTER
MOVWF G F OUTER
MOVLW MIDDLE
MOVWF G F MIDDLE
MOVLW INNER
MOVWF G F INNER
G F LOOP:
CALL RP5FF
DECFSZ G F INNER, F
GOTO G F LOOP
MOVLW INNER
MOVWF G F INNER
DECFSZ G F MIDDLE, F
GOTO G F LOOP
MOVLW MIDDLE
MOVWF G F MIDDLE
DECFSZ G F OUTER, F
GOTO G F LOOP
RETURN
T 1 ;ONE SECOND (more or less) DELAY FOR 8MHZ CLOCK
MOVLW TIME OUTER
MOVWF T OUTER
MOVLW TIME MIDDLE
MOVWF T MIDDLE
MOVLW TIME INNER
MOVWF T INNER
T LOOP:
DECFSZ T_INNER, F
GOTO T LOOP
MOVLW TIME INNER
MOVWF T INNER
DECFSZ T MIDDLE, F
GOTO T LOOP
MOVLW TIME MIDDLE
MOVWF T MIDDLE
DECFSZ TOUTER, F
GOTO T LOOP
RETURN
;/**************************************************************
;/ SEND COMMAND & CMDTABLE
;/***************************************************************
SENDCMD:
MOVWF CMDSTART
CALL CMDTABLE
movwf CMDLEN
INCF CMDSTART, f
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL CMDTABLE
movwf RXLEN
INCF CMDSTART, F
NXTBYTE:
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL CMDTABLE
CALL TX
INCF CMDSTART, F
DECFSZ CMDLEN, F
GOTO NXTBYTE
;MOVF RXLEN, W
BTFSS USB_ CONTROL, 0
GOTO READYFORNEXT
RETURN
SENDCMD NOWAIT:
MOVWF CMDSTART
CALL CMDTABLE
movwf CMDLEN
INCF CMDSTART, f
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL CMDTABLE
movwf RXLEN
INCF CMDSTART, F
NOW NXTBYTE:
MOVF CMDSTART, W
CALL CMDTABLE
CALL TX
INCF CMDSTART, F
DECFSZ CMDLEN, F
GOTO NOW NXTBYTE
;MOVF RXLEN, W
BTFSS USB_ CONTROL, 0
;GOTO READYFORNEXT
RETURN
CMDTABLE:
MOVWF CMDT TEMP
MOVF PCLATH, W
MOVWF CMD PCLATH TEMP
MOVF CMD PCLATH, W
MOVWF PCLATH
MOVF CMDT TEMP, W
CALL CMDTABLE2
MOVWF CMDT TEMP
MOVF CMD PCLATH TEMP, W
MOVWF PCLATH
MOVF CMDTTEMP, W
return
;/************************************
;/ READY FOR NEXT COMMAND CHECK PROCEDURES
READYFORNEXTSEND:
;BSF INTCON, TOIE
100
BTFSS CMDCON, 7
GOTO $-i
CLRF CMDCON
;BCF INTCON, TOIE
BCF STATUS, Z
MOVF RXLEN, W
XORLW Ox01
BTFSC STATUS, Z
RETURN
BCF STATUS, Z
MOVF FBYTE, W
;MOVLW 0x33
xorlw 0x30 ;compare with <0>
btfss STATUS, Z;check if the same
DECF RXLEN, F
DECFSZ RXLEN, F
GOTO READYFORNEXTSEND
RETURN
READYFORNEXT:
;BSF INTCON, TOIE
BTFSS CMDCON, 7
GOTO $-i
CLRF CMDCON
;BcF INTCON, TOIE
DECFSZ RXLEN, F
GOTO READYFORNEXT
RETURN
;THIS IS TO BAIL OUT IF WE HANG
;BANKSEL INTCON
;BSF CMDCON, 7
;BCF INTCON, TOIE
;BSF CMDCON, 7
;BANKSEL TMRO
;CLRF TMRO ;Clear TMRO and
;CALL WP1SEND
;INCF NBYTE, F
;MOVF NBYTE, W
;CALL CMDTABLE
;return
;/***************************************************************
;/ SERIAL INTERUPT HANDLERS (BYTE SENT OR RECEIVED)
;/***************************************************************
SENDTX:
BTFSS CMDCON, 0
RETURN
DECFSZ CMDLEN, F
GOTO NXTBYTE
101
BCF CMDCON, O;DONE SENDING COMMAND
RETurn
RECEIVERX:
MOVF RCREG, W
MOVWF TEMP RX
Bank3
MOVWF INDF ;clear INDF register
INCF FSR, F ;inc pointer
BankO
MOVF TEMP_RX, W
;movwf VALUE
;INCF ADDR, F
;call WRITEDATA
BTFSC CMDCON, 3
GOTO LB
BTFSC CMDCON, 2
GOTO SB
BTFSC CMDCON, 1
GOTO FB
BTFSC USB_ CONTROL, 1
GOTO PERCENT
BTFSC USB_ CONTROL, 0
GOTO BR RESPONSE
bcf STATUS, Z
xorlw 0x21 ;compare with <!>
btfsC STATUS,Z ;check if the same
BSF CMDCON, 1
RETURN
PERCENT:
bcf STATUS, Z
xorlw 0x25 ;compare with <%>
btfsC STATUS,Z ;check if the same
BSF CMDCON, 1
RETURN
BR RESPONSE:
BSF CMDCON, 7
RETURN
FB:
CLRF FBYTE
CLRF SBYTE
BCF CMDCON, 1
BSF CMDCON, 2
MOVWF FBYTE
RETURN
SB:
BCF CMDCON, 2
BSF CMDCON, 3
MOVWF SBYTE
bcf STATUS, Z
xorlw 0x36 ;compare with <%>
btfsC STATUS,Z ;check if the same
102
BSF S76, 0
RETURN
LB:
BSF CMDCON, 7
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/ RS232 SERIAL ROUTINES
;/********************************************************
TX:
;movwf WT
movwf TXREG
nop
btfss PIR1,TXIF ;test if TXREG empty
goto $-1 ;wait until TXREG empty
;movf WT, W
return
SetupSerial: Bankl ;select bank 1
movlw OxcO ;set tris bits for TX and RX
iorwf TRISC,F
movlw SPBRG VAL LOW;set baud rate
movwf SPBRG
movlw 0x24 ;enable transmission and high baud rate
movwf TXSTA
BankO ;select bank 0
movlw 0x90 ;enable serial port and reception
movwf RCSTA
return
SwitchtoHigh:Bankl ;select bank 1
movlw SPBRG VALHIGH ;set baud rate
movwf SPBRG
BankO ;select bank 0
return
INIT:
;/***************************************************************
;/ INIT PORTS, VARIABLES, AND SFRs
;/***************************************************************
;/ PINS USED FOR WHAT
;/ RB0 IS USED AS INT
;/ TX GOES TO UART RX ON THE USBWIZ
;/ RX GOES TO UART TX ON THE USBWIZ
;/ RD4 GOES TO CTS ON USBWIZ (CONFIG AS OUTPUT PIN)
;/ RD5 GOES TO RTS ON USBWIZ (CONFIG AS INPUT PIN)
;/***************************************************************
Bankl
MOVLW Oxff
movwf OSCCON
MOVLW b'11010000';BIT 5 = 1 TO TURN ON TIMER
MOVWF INTCON
MOVLW b'10100000'
MOVWF PIE1
MOVLW Ox00
MOVWF PIE2
BankO
call SetupSerial ;set up serial port and buffers
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BankO
CLRF PORTA ; Initialize PORTA by
CLRF PORTB
CLRF PORTD
Bankl
MOVLW 0x80 ; Configure RAO-5 as analog inputs
MOVWF ADCON1 ; as analog inputs
MOVLW b'00111111' ; Value used to initialize data direction
MOVWF TRISA ; Set RA<5:0> as inputs
MOVLW b'01111111' ; Value used to initialize data direction
MOVWF TRISB ; Set RB<7:0> as inputs
MOVLW b'00100000'
MOVWF TRISD
BankO
CLRF TOGGLE
CLRF INC LBYTE
CLRF INC HBYTE
CLRF CMDCON
CLRF USB CONTROL
CLRF S76
CLRF ADDR
CLRF IRCON
MOVLW OX90
MOVWF FSR
BANKSEL TMRO
CLRF TMRO ;Clear TMRO and;
MOVLW TIMEO
MOVWF TMRO
BANKSEL OPTION REG
BCF OPTION_REG, 5
BSF OPTION REG, 3 ;NO PRESCALARBCF OPTION REG, 3
BSF OPTION_REG, 2;
BSF OPTION_REG, 1
BSF OPTION_REG, 0
BCF INTCON, TOIE
BANKSEL TICON
CLRF TICON
BANKSEL PIE1
BSF PIE1, TMR1IE
BankO
RETURN
;/***************************************************************
;/ COMMAND TABLE
;/***************************************************************
org 0x0400
CMDTABLE2:
ADDWF PCL, F ;opening Prompt: BL.
;//**************************************************************
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;//* SETUP
;//**************************************************************
cmd0: dt Ox01, 0
cmdl: dt 0x05, 0
cmd2: dt 0x07, 0
cmd3: dt 0x05, O
cmd4: dt OxOE, O
cmd5: dt 0x08, 0
cmd6: dt Oxl0, 0
cmd7: dt 0x05, 0
cmd8: dt Ox01, 0
cmd9: dt 0x07, 0
cmdl0: dt 0x07,
cmdll: dt Ox07,
cmdl2: dt 0x08,
cmdl3: dt 0x07,
cmdl4: dt OxOf,
cmdl5: dt 0x03,
cmdl6: dt 0x09,
cmdl7: dt 0x05,
cmdl8: dt 0x09,
cmdl9: dt Ox05,
cmd20: dt 0x09,
cmd21: dt 0x05,
cmdBR: dt 0x08,
cmdCP4: dt Ox05,
cmdCP5: dt 0x05,
cmdCP6: dt 0x05,
cmdUR1:dt Ox05,
x47,
x04,
x04,
x04,
x04,
x04,
xOD,
x04,
x01,
x01,
0x01,
0x01,
0x01,
0x01,
0x02,
0x01,
0x02,
0x01,
0x02,
0x01,
0x02,
0x01,
0x01,
0x01
0x01
0x01
0x01,
"R" ;response
"AM C", OxOd ;response: !00.
"MU 0>C", OxOd ;response: !00.
"SS 0", OxOD ;response: !00.
"OF 1A>out.txt" , OxOD;response: !00.
"WF 1>10" ,OxOD ;response: !00.
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP";response: $00000010.!00.
"CF 1", OxOD ;response: !00.
"R" ;4D
"UI 0>1" , OxOd ;50
"UI 0>1" , Ox0d ;59
"LD 1>D", OxOd ;62
"LD 1>CO", OxOd ;6B
"SC 1>1", OxOd ;75
"FI 06 01 01 00", OxOd ;7D
"SI", OxOd ;8D
"FE 03 02", OxOd ;91
"OP 4", OxOd ;9C
"FE 02 02", OxOd ;A2
"OP 5", OxOd ;AD
"FE 02 01", Ox0d ;B3
"OP 6", OxOd ;BE
"BR 0040", OxOd
, "CP 4", OxOd
, "CP 5", OxOd
"CP 6", OxOd
"UR 1", Ox0d
ORG Ox0501
cmd22: dt 0x08, Ox01, "WP 6>10", OxOd
cmd23: dt 0x08, 0x02, "RP 5>40", OxOd
cmd24: dt 0x08, Ox01, "WP 6>0C", OxOd
;//**************************************************************
;//* SEND COMMANDS HEADER COMPONENT
;//**************************************************************
;/* Send 10 00 00 00 01 00
SH 10: dt Oxl0, Ox00, Ox00, Ox00, Ox01, Ox00
;/* Send OC 00 00 00 01 00
SH OC: dt OxOC, Ox00, Ox00, Ox00, Ox01, Ox00
;/* Send 18 00 00 00 01 00
SH 18: dt 0x18, Ox00, Ox00, Ox00, Ox01, Ox00
;/* Send WP 6>18
WP6 18: dt 0x08, Ox01, "WP 6>18", OxOd
ORG 0x0601
;//**************************************************************
;//* SEND COMMANDS TYPE COMPONENT
;//**************************************************************
;/* Send 02 10
ST 0210: dt 0x02, Ox10
;/* Send 01 10
ST_0110: dt Ox01, Ox10
;/* Send C2 90
ST C290: dt OxC2, 0x90
;/* Send 15 10
ST_1510: dt Ox15, Ox10
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;/* Send
ST 0510:
;/* Send
ST 1410:
;/* Send
ST C090:
;/* Send
ST C890:
;/* Send
ST C790:
;/* Send
ST 0810:
;/* Send
ST OA10:
;/* Send
ST 1B10:
10
0x05,
10
Ox14,
90
OxCO,
90
OxC8,
90
OxC7,
10
0x08,
10
OxOA,
10
OxlB,
ORG 0x0701
;//*************************************************************
;//* SEND COMMAND PARAMETERS
;//**************************************************************
;/* Send 01 00 00 00*/
SP 0100 0000: dt Ox01, OxOO,
;/* Send 00 00 00 00*/
SP 0000 0000: dt Ox00O, OxOO,
;/* Send FF FF FF FF
SP FFFF FFFF: dt OxFF, OxFF,
;/* Send CO D1 00 00*/
SP COD1 0000: dt OxCO, OxDl,
;/* Send C1 D1 00 00*/
SP C1D1 0000: dt OxCl, OxDl,
;/* Send OC 50 00 00
SP 0C50 0000: dt OxOC, 0x50,
;/* Send 20 D1 00 00*/
SP 20D1 0000: dt 0x20, OxDl,
;/* Send 01 00 FF FF*/
SP 0100 FFFF: dt Ox01, OxOO,
;/* Send 20 D1 00 00*/
SP 03D1 0000: dt 0x03, OxDl,
Ox00, Ox00
Ox00, Ox0O
OxFF, OxFF
Ox00, Ox0
Ox00, Ox00
Ox0, Ox00
Ox0O, Ox0O
OxFF, OxFF
Ox0, Ox0
;//**************************************************************
;//* INIT (SH 10, ST 0210, SP_01-00-00-00),
(SH OC, ST 0110, SP 01-00-00-00)
;//* DISABLE CONTROLS (SH 10,ST C290,SP 01-00-00-00)
;//* ENABLE CONTROLS (SH 10,ST C290,SP 00-00-00-00)
;//* AUTO SHOOT (SH 10,ST C090,SP FF-FF-FF-FF)
;//**************************************************************
;/ END COMMAND TABLE
;/*END***********************************
END
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silhouettel = dl .* (dl>0);
%Keep only negative transition in left image
silhouette2 = abs( d2 .* (d2<0) );
%Keep only negative transition in left image
silhouette3 = abs( d3 .* (d3<0) );
silhouette4 = d4 .* (d4>0);
confidence = max(max(silhouettel, silhouette2), max(silhouette3,
silhouette4));
imwrite( confidence, 'confidence.bmp');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%========== End of Depth Edge Detection Algorithm
oo%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% threshold confidence map to get in Canny style edges of depth map
low thresh = 0.25;
hi thresh = 1.0;
edgesl = hysteresis_thresholding( silhouettel, low thresh, hi thresh );
edges2 = hysteresis thresholding( silhouette2, low thresh, hi thresh );
edges3 = hysteresisthresholding( silhouette3, low thresh, hi thresh );
edges4 = hysteresisthresholding( silhouette4, lowthresh, hi thresh );
edges = edgesl I edges2 I edges3 1 edges4 ;
% save results in BMP files
imwrite( maxrgbimg, 'max.bmp' );
imwrite( edges, 'edges.bmp' );
imwrite( confidence, 'confidence.bmp');
MERL Hysteresis thresholding funciton
% Perform 2-level canny-like hysteresis
function [ good contours ] = hysteresisthresholding( confidence, low thresh,
hithresh )
low contours = confidence>low thresh;
high_contours = confidence>hi_thresh;
segments = bwlabel( low_contours, 8 );
high_segments = bwlabel( high_contours,8 );
good_segments = unique( segments( find( high_contours) ));
good_contours = ismember( segments, good_segments );
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Appendix E - Intrinsic Relighting Experiment Matlab Code
The first function bilatDrive2 was written by the thesis author to implement the intrinsic
relighting algorithm [2] discussed in the thesis (see Chapter 4 for details). The
bilatDrive2 function depends on a MakeIntensitylmage function that implements
Equation 3.
function z = bilatDrive2(flashimg, noflashimg)
iflash=imread(flashimg);
iflash=im2double(iflash);
inoflash=imread(noflashimg);
inoflash=im2double(inoflash);
iflash intensity = MakeIntensityImage(iflash);
iflash_largescale = bilateralFilter(iflash_intensity);
iflash_detail = iflash_intensity./iflash_largescale;
iflash_largescale =[];
iflash_color red = iflash(:,:,1)./iflash intensity;
iflash_color_green = iflash(:,:,2)./iflash intensity;
iflash_color_blue = iflash(:,:,3)./iflash intensity;
iflash_color =cat(3, iflash_color_red, iflashcolor_green,
if lash color blue);
% save memory by clearing structures;
iflash =[];
iflash_intensity =[];
iflash color red =[];
iflash colorgreen =[];
iflash color blue =[];
inoflash_intensity = MakeIntensityImage(inoflash);
inoflash_largescale = bilateralFilter(inoflash intensity);
% save memory by clearing structures;
inoflash_intensity =[];
intensity_result = inoflash_largescale .* iflash detail;
result red = iflash color(:,:,1).*intensity_result;
result_green = iflash_color(:,:,2).*intensity_result;
result_blue = iflash_color(:,:,3).*intensity_result;
results = cat(3, result_red, result_green, resultblue);
figure;
subplot (2,2,1);
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imshow(iflashdetail); title(' Iflash - detail');
subplot(2,2,2);
imshow(inoflash_largescale); title('Inoflash Large Scale');
subplot (2,2,3);
imshow(iflash_color); title('Iflash - Color');
subplot (2,2,4);
imshow(results); title('Results');
z=results;
function z = MakeIntensityImage(srcimg)
%srcimg = imread(srcimg);
[r c d] = size(srcimg);
intensityimage = srcimg(:,:,1);
for i = l:l:r
for j = l:1:c
R = srcimg(i,j,l);
G = srcimg(i,j,2);
B = srcimg(i,j,3);
d = R+G+B;
%intensityimage(i,j,1) =R;
if d -= 0
intensityimage(i,j,l) = ((R /d)*R) +((G /d)*G) + ((B /d)*B);
else
intensityimage(i,j,l) = 0;
end
end
end
z = intensityimage;
This code to implement the bilateralFilter was written by Jiawen Chen [15] who is in
Professor Frsdo Durand's Lab at MIT. The explanation of the use of the Bilateral Filter
and its benefits is contained in the body of the thesis (Chapter 4 - The intrinsic
relighting algorithm section). The purpose of this appendix is to include the entire
source code for inline reference.
% output = bilateralFilter( data, edge,
% edgeMin, edgeMax, ...
% sigmaSpatial, sigmaRange, ...
% samplingSpatial, samplingRange )
%
% Bilateral and Cross-Bilateral Filter using the Bilateral Grid.
%
% Bilaterally filters the image 'data' using the edges in the image 'edge'.
% If 'data' == 'edge', then it the standard bilateral filter.
% Otherwise, it is the 'cross' or 'joint' bilateral filter.
% For convenience, you can also pass in [] for 'edge' for the normal
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bilateral filter.
% Note that for the cross bilateral filter, data does not need to be
% defined everywhere. Undefined values can be set to 'NaN'. However, edge
% *does* need to be defined everywhere.
% data and edge should be of the greyscale, double-precision floating point
% matrices of the same size (i.e. they should be [ height x width ])
% data is the only required argument
% edgeMin and edgeMax specifies the min and max values of 'edge' (or 'data'
% for the normal bilateral filter) and is useful when the input is in a
% range that's not between 0 and 1. For instance, if you are filtering the
% L channel of an image that ranges between 0 and 100, set edgeMin to 0 and
% edgeMax to 100.
% edgeMin defaults to min( edge( : ) ) and edgeMax defaults to max( edge( : )
% This is probably *not* what you want, since the input may not span the
% entire range.
% sigmaSpatial and sigmaRange specifies the standard deviation of the space
% and range gaussians, respectively.
% sigmaSpatial defaults to min( width, height ) / 16
% sigmaRange defaults to ( edgeMax - edgeMin ) / 10.
% samplingSpatial and samplingRange specifies the amount of downsampling
% used for the approximation. Higher values use less memory but are also
% less accurate. The default and recommended values are:
% samplingSpatial = sigmaSpatial
% samplingRange = sigmaRange
function output = bilateralFilter( data, edge, edgeMin, edgeMax,
sigmaSpatial, sigmaRange, ...
samplingSpatial, samplingRange )
if( ndims( data ) > 2 ),
error( 'data must be a greyscale image with size [ height, width ]' );
end
if( -isa( data, 'double' ) ),
error( 'data must be of class "double"' );
end
if -exist( 'edge', 'var' ),
edge = data;
elseif isempty( edge ),
edge = data;
end
if( ndims( edge ) > 2 ),
error( 'edge must be a greyscale image with size [ height, width ]' );
end
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if( -isa( edge, 'double' ) ),
error( 'edge must be of class "double"' );
end
inputHeight = size( data, 1 );
inputWidth = size( data, 2 );
if -exist( 'edgeMin', 'var' ),
edgeMin = min( edge( : ) );
warning( 'edgeMin not set! Defaulting to: %f\n', edgeMin );
end
if -exist( 'edgeMax', 'var' ),
edgeMax = max( edge( : ) );
warning( 'edgeMax not set! Defaulting to: %f\n', edgeMax );
end
edgeDelta = edgeMax - edgeMin;
if -exist( 'sigmaSpatial', 'var' ),
sigmaSpatial = min( inputWidth, inputHeight ) / 16;
fprintf( 'Using default sigmaSpatial of: %f\n', sigmaSpatial );
end
if ~exist( 'sigmaRange', 'var' ),
sigmaRange = 0.1 * edgeDelta;
fprintf( 'Using default sigmaRange of: %f\n', sigmaRange );
end
if -exist( 'samplingSpatial', 'var' ),
samplingSpatial = sigmaSpatial;
end
if -exist( 'samplingRange', 'var' ),
samplingRange = sigmaRange;
end
if size( data ) ~= size( edge ),
error( 'data and edge must be of the same size' );
end
% parameters
derivedSigmaSpatial = sigmaSpatial / samplingSpatial;
derivedSigmaRange = sigmaRange / samplingRange;
paddingXY = floor( 2 * derivedSigmaSpatial ) + 1;
paddingZ = floor( 2 * derivedSigmaRange ) + 1;
% allocate 3D grid
downsampledWidth = floor( ( inputWidth - 1 ) / samplingSpatial ) + 1 + 2 *
paddingXY;
downsampledHeight = floor( ( inputHeight - 1 ) / samplingSpatial ) + 1 + 2 *
paddingXY;
downsampledDepth = floor( edgeDelta / samplingRange ) + 1 + 2 * paddingZ;
gridData = zeros( downsampledHeight, downsampledWidth, downsampledDepth );
gridWeights = zeros( downsampledHeight, downsampledWidth, downsampledDepth );
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% compute downsampled indices
[ jj, ii ] = meshgrid( 0 : inputWidth - 1, 0 : inputHeight - 1 );
% ii =
%00000
%11111
%2 2222
% jj =
%01234
%01234
%01234
% so when iterating over ii( k ), jj( k2 3 4
% get: ( 0, 0 ), ( 1, 0 ), ( 2, 0 ), ... (down columns first)
di = round( ii / samplingSpatial ) + paddingXY + 1;
dj = round( jj / samplingSpatial ) + paddingXY + 1;
dz = round( ( edge - edgeMin ) / samplingRange ) + paddingZ + 1;
% perform scatter (there's probably a faster way than this)
% normally would do downsampledWeights( di, dj, dk ) = 1, but we have to
% perform a summation to do box downsampling
for k = 1 : numel( dz ),
dataZ = data( k ); % traverses the image column wise, same as di( k )
if -isnan( dataZ ),
dik = di( k );
djk = dj( k );
dzk = dz( k );
gridData( dik, djk, dzk ) = gridData( dik, djk, dzk ) + dataZ;
gridWeights( dik, djk, dzk ) = gridWeights( dik, djk, dzk ) + 1;
end
end
% make gaussian kernel
kernelWidth = 2 * derivedSigmaSpatial + 1;
kernelHeight = kernelWidth;
kernelDepth = 2 * derivedSigmaRange + 1;
halfKernelWidth = floor( kernelWidth / 2 );
halfKernelHeight = floor( kernelHeight / 2 );
halfKernelDepth = floor( kernelDepth / 2 );
[gridX, gridY, gridZ] = meshgrid( 0 : kernelWidth - 1, 0 : kernelHeight - 1,
0 : kernelDepth - 1 );
gridX = gridX - halfKernelWidth;
gridY = gridY - halfKernelHeight;
gridZ = gridZ - halfKernelDepth;
gridRSquared = ( gridX .* gridX + gridY .* gridY ) / ( derivedSigmaSpatial *
derivedSigmaSpatial ) + ( gridZ .* gridZ ) / ( derivedSigmaRange *
derivedSigmaRange );
kernel = exp( -0.5 * gridRSquared );
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% convolve
blurredGridData = convn( gridData, kernel, 'same' );
blurredGridWeights = convn( gridWeights, kernel, 'same' );
% divide
blurredGridWeights( blurredGridWeights == 0 ) = -2; % avoid divide by 0,
won't read there anyway
normalizedBlurredGrid = blurredGridData ./ blurredGridWeights;
normalizedBlurredGrid( blurredGridWeights < -1 ) = 0; % put Os where it's
undefined
% for debugging
% blurredGridWeights( blurredGridWeights < -1 ) = 0; % put zeros back
% upsample
[ jj, ii ] = meshgrid( 0 : inputWidth - 1, 0 : inputHeight - 1 ); % meshgrid
does x, then y, so output arguments need to be reversed
% no rounding
di = ( ii / samplingSpatial ) + paddingXY + 1;
dj = ( jj / samplingSpatial ) + paddingXY + 1;
dz = ( edge - edgeMin ) / samplingRange + paddingZ + 1;
% interpn takes rows, then cols, etc
% i.e. size(v,l), then size(v,2), ...
output = interpn( normalizedBlurredGrid, di, dj, dz );
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Appendix F - Surface Topology Matlab Code
This code was written by the thesis author. It is explained in detail in the body of the
thesis (Chapter 5 ). The purpose of this appendix is to include the entire source code for
inline reference.
function X = light_crop_drop(I, Thresh,DIncrement)
% A switch that determines how to down grade the resolution for fast plotting
% if the switch is one it will plot the image with no reduction in resolution
% other wise this will drop keep 1 in Dincrement rows and colums
% so if DIcrement = 10 then the 1
st
, 1 1 th, 2 1
st
, etc rows and columns will be
% kept for plotting the others will be dropped
if DIncrement ~= 1
I = I(1:DIncrement:end, 1:DIncrement:end);
end
% Just setting up the needed arrays and beginning conditions
ColumnMaxs=max(I, [],1);
RowMaxs= max(I, [],2);
first column= 1;
last column=1;
first row =1;
last row =1;
[x num columns] = size(ColumnMaxs)
[num rows y] = size (Row Maxs)
%Here we begin with finding out how much of the right edge of the image to
crop.
i = 1;
while ColumnMaxs(i)
if Column Maxs(i) > Thresh
first column = i;
break;
end
i = i + 1;
end
% find out how much of the top edge of the image to crop
i = 1;
while Row Maxs(i)
if Row Maxs(i) > Thresh
first row = i;
break;
end
i=i + 1;
end
% find out how much of the left edge of the image to crop
i = num columns;
while ColumnMaxs(i)
if Column Maxs(i) > Thresh
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last column = i;
break;
end
i = i - 1;
if i == 1
break;
end
end
num = num rows(1);
% find out how much of the bottom edge of the image to crop
i = num rows;
while Row Maxs(i)
if Row Maxs(i) > Thresh
last row = i;
break;
end
i=i - 1;
if i == 1
break;
end
end
% Based on new top, bottom, left and right edge values crop
X = I(firstrow:lastrow, firstcolumn:lastcolumn);
function T = IBSpikeSwap(I, B, Thresh, SpikeSize)
Swap = edge(I,'sobel',Thresh);
[r c] = size(I);
for i = 1:r
for j = 1:c
if Swap(i,j) == 1
ri = i - SpikeSize;
r e = i + SpikeSize;
c_i = j - SpikeSize;
c_e = j + SpikeSize;
if r i < 1
r i = 1;
end
if r e > r
r e = r;
end
if c i < 1
c i = 1;
end
if c e > c
c e = c;
end
for rs = r i:r e
for cs = c i:c e
I(rs,cs) = B(rs,cs);
end
end
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end
end
end
T = I;
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